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Abstract 
Who followed the news recently must have noticed the rising concern in the rising energy 

prices for energy poor households. These rising prices are one of the negative 

consequences of the energy transition where energy poor households deal with. By not 

being able to participate in the energy transition due to a lack of financial and intellectual 

capability, a rising inequality is the result. To reduce this rise in inequality and to create a just 

energy transition it is important to include energy poor households in the energy transition. 

This research provides recommendations on achieving a more inclusive energy transition for 

energy poor households by taking North-Brabant as case. By conducting semi-structured 

interviews of different actors and experts in the field and studying academic and grey 

literature on this topic multiple recommendations are provided. Results of this study show 

the need for a more integral approach between different actors and within- and between 

municipalities to create a more efficient approach of reaching an inclusive energy transition. 

Reaching energy poor households is difficult, so keeping in mind the capabilities of energy 

poor households is necessary. Also using trusted sources of the neighborhood helps in 

creating opportunities for participation. Finally, the government needs to take responsibility 

and the lead in providing proper policies for the inclusion of energy poor households in the 

energy transition.   
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Executive Summary 
Introduction 

Since the Paris agreement, the Netherlands aims to reach its 2030 and 2050 goals with 

respect to the reduction of CO2 emissions. Together with other European countries, the 

Netherlands is formulating an approach to reduce CO2 emissions and accelerate the energy 

transition from fossil fuel energy towards renewable energy. To stimulate these necessary 

investments for the energy transition, the government has adopted several approaches to fund 

the necessary investments. Examples are an increase of energy prices, levies and tax rates. 

The use of such governmental strategies has serious consequences for groups with a lower 

socioeconomic status (SES) and could lead to a rising number of energy poverty. Currently 

there are over 550.000 households in the Netherlands identified as energy poor. These 

households are affected more by the financial consequences of rising energy prices and taxes 

in comparison to other households. Multiple academic researchers highlight that energy poor 

households are unable to invest in renewable energy. So where other households are able to 

invest, make use of the subsidies created by the government, and enjoy more comfort and 

decrease of energy bills, energy poor households are left with the negative consequences. 

This results in increasing inequality and injustice in the current energy transition.  

Besides inequality and injustice, there are other consequences for society. By leaving groups 

or communities out of the energy transition, public support for the energy transition lowers. To 

increase support, it is important to include all people. Due to the rising energy prices, more 

households will become energy poor if nothing changes. To ensure that the ongoing energy 

transition becomes more inclusive, focus on justice is needed. Different states in the 

Netherlands aim to launch approaches that include energy poor households in the energy 

transition program of their municipalities. In the state of North-Brabant, different research 

institutes are working with the state to tackle energy poverty in their region. Pilot studies that 

combine different municipalities have been executed in North-Brabant. 

To address these issues and increase the scientific knowledge base with specific focus on 

North-Brabant, this thesis will address the following research question: 

“How can the energy transition in the Netherlands be made more inclusive by including energy 

poor households, based on a case study of North-Brabant?” 

Methodology 

To answer the research question, several steps must be completed. Firstly, a preliminary 

literature review in the research field is conducted, studying academic and grey literature, to 

provide insights in the current situation. Secondly, an analytical framework is deduced from 
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existing literature. This framework is used to gather and sort empirical data from the qualitative 

interviews. Thirdly, the empirical data is put in perspective by means of the analytical 

framework. The data is structured and suggestions for improvement are formulated to improve 

the current circumstances, thereby answering the main research question. The empirical data 

consists of academic and grey literature, combined with semi-structured interviews. Reports, 

whitepapers, magazines and other written documentation are combined with additional semi-

structured interviews in this research field. By gathering expert knowledge and experiences of 

people active in this field, research output is generated.  

Results 

In this thesis the term energy poverty is used to describe ‘energiearmoede’ in the Netherlands 

which means: a level of energy consumption that is insufficient to meet certain basic needs. 

In the Netherlands there are over 550.000 households energy poor, when using the indicators 

of having a low income in combination with high energy costs or having a house with low 

energetic quality. Compared to general poverty, energy poverty is half the size (15% vs 7%). 

48% Of all households in the Netherlands live in a low energetic quality house and are not 

able to preserve their house on their own. 75% of energy poor households live in residential 

corporation houses. There is large diversity within municipalities on neighborhood level in the 

percentages of energy poverty. It is therefore important to have neighborhood specific 

approaches in combating energy poverty.  

An inclusive energy transition is a transition in which everyone has access to affordable, 

reliable and clean energy services, where everyone can participate in decision-making 

processes and where there is recognition of problems caused by energy poverty and the 

unequal distribution of opportunities that are associated with the energy transition. To create 

this inclusive energy transition, a redistribution of costs and benefits among energy poor 

households is essential. The concept of justice provides a framework for this redistribution of 

costs and benefits: the environmental justice framework.  

The environmental justice framework consists of five dimensions: distribution, recognition, 

participation, responsibility and capability. There is currently an unfair distribution where the 

government is actively contributing to a fast rising disbalance between benefits and costs in 

the energy transition due to unequal opportunities in subsidies and negative consequences of 

rising energy prices. Although there is more and more recognition towards energy poverty, the 

government is again lacking behind. Where local actors and municipalities are aware of energy 

poverty, the national recognition is scarce. In the participation dimension, a mismatch occurs 

between the offers that municipalities make to create decision-making rights to citizens and 

the needs of energy poor households. Energy poor households need trustworthy connections 
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in order to participate and speak their minds. Where literature and policies focus on providing 

information and creating opportunities for input for citizens, energy poor households need trust 

and loyalty first. The responsibility for the task is difficult as many organisations are involved. 

Collaboration within and between municipalities is needed to coordinate the inclusion of 

energy poor households in the energy transition. In the current energy transition there is not 

enough attention for the capabilities of energy poor households to be able to participate.  

Conclusion 

In order to create a more inclusive energy transition for the energy poor households, the 

government must properly recognize energy poverty and take the lead in formulating policies 

that specifically contribute to helping energy poor households in the energy transition. Taking 

into account the pressing need for sustainability, a lack of time to create such specific policies 

is not an acceptable counter-argument. Furthermore, an integral approach is needed to foster 

shared responsibility among the actors. As energy corporations and other organisations have 

difficulty with reaching the target group, it is important to make use of already existing networks 

in neighborhoods and communicate with the target group by means of these networks. Social 

organizations have the network and the trusted connections to the households that are needed 

to take the first step into participation. Thirdly, this integral approach needs to be coordinated 

by an independent organization that connects relevant parties, so each party can take full 

responsibility in their field of expertise while working together with other parties towards the 

same goal: inclusion of the energy poor households in the energy transition. Finally, social 

design organisations can help with presenting information about the energy transition that 

resonates with the capabilities of energy poor households. With recognition of the challenge 

and shared commitment to include energy poor households in the energy transition, the 2050 

goals of the Paris agreement become feasible and an acceleration of the energy transition 

can be realized.   
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1. Introduction 
Since the Paris agreement (2015), the Netherlands aims to reach its 2030 and 2050 goals 

with respect to the reduction of CO2 emissions. Together with other European countries, the 

Netherlands is formulating an approach to reduce CO2 emissions and accelerate the energy 

transition from fossil fuel energy towards renewable energy. The Dutch strategy is developed 

by different governmental organisations. For example, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Climate developed climate plans to coordinate the way towards achieving Sustainable 

Development Goal 13 ‘Climate action’, that aims to create awareness and to limit global 

warming. In collaboration with the EU, the ‘Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving’ developed the 

Regional Energy Strategy (RES) to transition from fossil fuel energy to renewable energy. The 

objective of the RES is to translate the national targets from the climate agreement to regional 

projects. As part of the RES, 30 regions are selected to develop RES programs. In such 

programs, there is a regional plan developed for reducing CO2 emissions in the built 

environment (Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2019).  

Although the RES programs are targeted initiatives, a downside can be identified. To be able 

to achieve the RES goals, money is a prerequisite. Investments are needed from societal 

partners, companies and citizens. To stimulate these necessary investments, the government 

has adopted several approaches to fund the necessary investments. Examples are an 

increase of energy prices, levies and tax rates (“Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving,” 2018; 

van Middelkoop, van Polen, Holtkamp, & Bonnerman, 2018).  

The use of such governmental strategies has serious consequences for groups with a lower 

socioeconomic status (SES), as stated multiple times over the past few years by TNO (2020), 

PBL (2018), and City Affairs (2019). These organisations highlight the danger of such policies 

and warn about rising numbers of energy poverty. The concept of energy poverty is 

increasingly receiving attention in the energy transition and the social academic fields related 

to this transition. Energy poverty is defined as “a level of energy consumption that is insufficient 

to meet certain basic needs (González-Eguino 2015, p.379)”. To elaborate, energy poor 

households are often in lower SES, have high energy bills and are often living in houses with 

low energetic values. Currently there are over 650.000 households in the Netherlands 

identified as energy poor (Straver & Mulder, 2020). These households are affected more by 

the financial consequences of rising energy prices and taxes in comparison to other 

households (Weijnen, Lukszo, & Farahani, 2021).   

Multiple academic researchers highlight that energy poor households are unable to invest in 

renewable energy (Hanke & Lowitzsch, 2020; Sovacool, Burke, Baker, Kotikalapudi, & 

Wlokas, 2017). Although there are subsidies available for investment in renewable energy, a 
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personal investment is always necessary to make use of the subsidies. These subsidies are 

created by the government through raising energy prices and tax increases, which have a 

negative effect on the energy poor. Households that are struggling to continue in a financially 

viable way, do not have the required room for investment. So where other households are 

able to invest, make use of the subsidies created by the government, and enjoy more comfort 

and decrease of energy bills, energy poor households are left with the negative consequences. 

This results in increasing inequality and injustice in the current energy transition (“Sociale 

vraagstukken - Compensatie lagere inkomens cruciaal voor slagen energietransitie,” 2019).  

Besides inequality and injustice, there are other consequences for society. By leaving groups 

or communities out of the energy transition, public support for the energy transition lowers 

(Chapman & Okushima, 2019). To increase support, it is important to include all people. 

Energy poor households are the furthest from inclusion but the necessity for inclusion goes 

beyond: as energy prices rise due to government implementations in the climate plan, 

households that are currently able to pay their energy might not be able to pay in the future. 

Based on this, the study of Schellekens et al. forecasts an increase in energy poverty from 

10% to 18% under current circumstances (Schellekens, Oei, & Haffner, 2019). 

To ensure that the ongoing energy transition becomes more inclusive, focus on justice is 

needed. This is also recognized by the Dutch minister of Internal Affairs who stated that the 

energy transition “needs to be achievable, affordable and just” (Ministerie van Binenlandse 

Zaken en Koningsrelaties, 2020). The focus on this just energy transition is also gaining 

attention in recent academic publications, as can be seen in this quotation: “All individuals 

should have access to energy that is affordable, safe, sustainable and able to sustain a decent 

lifestyle, as well as the opportunity to participate in and lead energy decision-making 

processes with the authority to make change” (Carley & Konisky, 2020). The need for justice 

in transitions like the energy transition is high due to the normative argument that a sustainable 

transition without justice is not sustainable. This puts forward the argument that ignoring justice 

in transition can erode political support for transition efforts (Williams & Doyon, 2019). In other 

words, to encounter justice in the energy transition, it is important to create a more inclusive 

energy transition where energy poor households and households on the edge of energy 

poverty are included.  

Inclusion of energy poor households in the energy transition relates to energy poverty 

mitigation (Hanke & Lowitzsch, 2020). However, the energy poverty problem is not completely 

solved by including energy poor households in the energy transition. The main reason for 

creating this inclusive energy transition is to accelerate the energy transition, to prevent an 

increasing rise of energy poverty and to create realistic chances of reaching climate goals. In 
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consequence, the focus of this thesis is on creating an equal distribution of costs and benefits 

in the energy transition, with a focus on energy poor households and not on solving energy 

poverty completely. It is essential to understand energy poverty in order to be able to create 

an inclusive energy transition for energy poor households.  

Different states in the Netherlands aim to launch approaches that include energy poor 

households in the energy transition program of their municipalities. The state of South-Holland, 

in collaboration with TNO, created a community of practice in which knowledge is shared and 

pilots are launched in different municipalities to measure energy poverty. In the state of North-

Brabant, different research institutes are working with the state to tackle energy poverty in 

their region. Pilot studies that combine different municipalities have been executed in North-

Brabant. Although the results of these pilots are published, further action is limited. In 

consequence, it is relevant to use the results of these pilot studies to create an understanding 

of the situation in North-Brabant, which brings forward the focus on this region in this thesis.  

To address these issues and increase the scientific knowledge base with specific focus on 

North-Brabant, this thesis will address the following research question: 

“How can the energy transition in the Netherlands be made more inclusive by including energy 

poor households, based on a case study of North-Brabant?” 

To provide an answer to this main question, different sub questions are formulated: 

1. What is energy poverty and who are the energy poor? 

2. What is an inclusive energy transition and how can inclusion of the energy poor be 

achieved? 

3. What is the current position of energy poor households in the energy transition and 

how can this be improved based on North-Brabant? 

This report continues with the research design and method, followed by three chapters that 

each answer one sub-question. Afterwards, the Conclusion and Discussion chapter provides 

an answer to the main research question and critically reflects upon the thesis as a whole. 

Here, limitations of the research are discussed and suggestions for future research are 

provided.  
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2. Research design and method 

2.1 Research design 
To answer the research questions, a structural academic literature review is conducted, 

complemented by an additional grey literature study. Based on outcomes of the complete 

literature review, qualitative interviews will be conducted. The use of qualitative research is 

preferred due to a lack of qualitative data in this field (Bartiaux, Day, & Lahaye, 2021). 

Furthermore,  the use of semi-structured interviews allows for in-depth answers, which is 

appropriate in case of a complex and underexposed topic like energy poverty (DeVaney, 

2016). Due to this complexity and the presence of multidimensional aspects, qualitative data 

is used, as it allows for open-ended questioning and a flexible  interpretation of the findings 

(Creswell, 2014). Scholars from the energy poverty field emphasize that qualitative data is 

very valuable due to the complex nature of the problem (Middlemiss et al., 2020). The benefits 

of qualitative data are numerous but Middlemiss et al. (2020) specifically highlight the ability 

to grasp the systemic nature of the problem and to engage in people-centered research 

(Middlemiss et al., 2020; p.2).  

The main research question, “How can the energy transition in the Netherlands be made more 

inclusive by including energy poor households, based on a case study of North-Brabant?”, 

focuses on how the energy transition can be achieved. Regarding the different worldviews 

presented by Creswell (2014), the constructivist worldview is most applicable to this kind of 

research question. The constructivist worldview seeks to understand the complexity of the 

different perspectives in a problem statement by leaving space to explore these perspectives 

rather than answering a predefined theory (Creswell, 2014). By knowledge of the researcher, 

there is no clear previous research conducted that created a predefined theory, which makes 

the use of a constructivist style necessary to create a deeper understanding of the issue. A 

qualitative approach helps to keep an open mind and explore the perspectives of the energy 

poor. The qualitative approach is also motivated by the constructivist worldview of Creswell.  

To answer the research question, several steps must be completed. Firstly, a preliminary 

literature review in the research field is conducted, studying academic and grey literature, to 

provide insights in the current situation. This preliminary review is extended to a structured 

literature review, using the connected key terms in Scopus. Secondly, an analytical framework 

is deduced from existing literature. This framework is used to gather and sort empirical data 

from the qualitative interviews. How this is done is explained in chapter 4. Thirdly, the empirical 

data is put in perspective by means of the analytical framework. The data is structured and 

suggestions for improvement are formulated to improve the current circumstances, thereby 

answering the main research question.  
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The empirical data consists of academic and grey literature, combined with semi-structured 

interviews. Reports, whitepapers, magazines and other written documentation are combined 

with additional semi-structured interviews in this research field. By gathering expert knowledge 

and experiences of people active in this field, research output is generated. Interviews are 

reviewed by means of the analytical framework, to compare the interviews and to the derive 

lessons learnt thus far. As a result, additional suggestions and suggestions for improvement 

can be formulated to improve the situation based on data of North-Brabant. Apart from the 

lessons of North-Brabant, the use of the analytical framework in combination with empirical 

evidence from interviews with relevant parties, knowledge can be generalized to other areas 

as well. In consequence, this research fills the current knowledge gap and empirical evidence 

gap in the Netherlands regarding energy poverty.   

2.2 Methods 
To answer the main research question, the sub-questions are answered using different 

sources. For reviewing and retrieving data, various methods are used. In this paragraph, the 

method for each data source is explained separately. The relation to the corresponding sub-

question is explained and the end of this part summarizes the methods per sub-question.  

Academic literature review 

To create an overview of the academic literature available, a literature review is performed 

using scientific database Scopus. To answer the first sub-question, a structural literature 

review is done to obtain all relevant literature about energy poverty. The aim of a structural 

literature review is to find relevant studies in the research field while remaining unbiased in 

gathering and analyzing the literature (Briner & Denyer, 2012). As the first part of the first sub-

question is “what is energy poverty”, and the first part of the seconds sub-question “what is an 

inclusive energy transition”, both relate to searching relevant academic literature this approach 

helps to find relevant data for both these questions. The second part of each sub-question is 

building on the knowledge obtained from the structural literature review. This makes the efforts 

for the structural literature review worthwhile.  

As the terms energy poverty and fuel poverty can be interchangeably used, these following 

keywords were formulated to start the structural review: “Energy poverty”, “fuel poverty”, 

“energy poor household” combined with ‘definition’ as the purpose of the sub question is to 

find out what energy poverty is and who the energy poor households are. Next, exclusion 

criteria are formulated to filter the results obtained from Scopus. These criteria are: 

- Articles focused on areas outside Europe, as these articles are less relatable to the 

Netherlands.  

- Specific articles about a case outside the Netherlands.  
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- Articles where energy poverty is not the main subject.  

- Double articles that arise using the different keywords combinations.  

After conducting the structural review, the snowballing technique was used to obtain further 

relevant literature that was not shown in the initial search on Scopus. This technique highlights 

the relevance of sources that are used in relevant papers by scanning through the reference 

lists (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012). References are scanned on base of their title. When they seemed 

relevant, they are specifically searched in Google Scholar to be able to read the abstract, 

introduction and conclusion to assess for relevance in this field. By using the snowballing 

technique, the academic literature database expanded and combines a structural approach 

with a general review approach. The approach for sub question 1 is summarized in Figure 2.1.  

Grey literature 

Additional grey literature is used to study research results of non-academic research institutes, 

policy documents and government briefs. Some pilot studies have been conducted in this 

research field. To assess these pilot studies research reports and concluding magazines need 

to be assessed to take relevant learning points from each pilot. As these are non-academic 

results, these reports and websites are grey literature. Beside relevant reports from pilot 

studies, government documentations are used to assess the situation in the Netherlands and 

the promises made by the government. The second part of sub-question two “how can the 

inclusion of the energy poor be achieved?” is partly answered by studying the grey literature 

Figure 2.1-  Structural literature review Scopus literature 
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of the pilot studies executed by non-academic research institutes. Also the first part of sub-

question three “what is the current energy poverty situation in the energy transition?” is partly 

answered by analyzing grey literature. As the academic papers focusing on the Netherlands 

specifically are limited, grey literature provides additional information about this part of the 

research question. In Table 2.1 a summary of all grey literature used in this research is 

provided.  

Table 2.1 Summary of grey literature 

Related subject Source 

Whitepaper Energy poverty in the 

energy transition 

(Straver & Mulder, 2020) 

Politic information letters (Ministerie van Binenlandse Zaken en 

Koningsrelaties, 2020) 

Energy poverty report (Straver et al., 2017) 

Energie voor Iedereen – pilot study (“EVI-Magazine,” n.d.) 

Ecorys - De financiele gevolgen van de 

warmtetransitie 

(Schellekens et al., 2019) 

Waanzin – pilot study (“In 8 stappen naar een inclusieve 

energietransitie - Enpuls,” n.d.) 

Energy poverty in NL (“Energiearmoede In Nederland,” n.d.) 

Leeuwarden- Op weg naar de sociale 

energietransitie 

(Kloosterhof, 2020) 

Meten met twee Maten rapport (“Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving,” 2018) 

National Climate Plan Netherlands (Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2019) 

  

Qualitative interviews 

Grey literature is used to increase understanding of the current situation in the Netherlands 

and to deduce relevant learning points based on e.g. pilot studies. Additional semi-structured 

interviews are conducted to find out more relevant learning points and hear about possible 

improvements to the current situation. Since so little is published and most pilots have no 

elaborate report with learning points, the semi-structured interviews are a way of collecting 

missing data. Semi-structured interviews are guided by an interview protocol with questions, 

but the direction can be influenced by either the interviewee or the interviewer (Longhurst, 

2010). This method in obtaining qualitative data creates the opportunity to explore upcoming 

themes and topics in the interview which develops a clear understanding of the interviewee’s 

perspective. In Table 2.2 the list of interviewees can be found, highlighting the expertise of all 

participants.   
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Table 2.2 Complete list of interviews 

Trace Actor Credentials Date 

Q1 Energy corporation 

Roosendaal 

Stichting Energy Transitie Roosendaal 26-04-2021 

Q2 Energy corporation Vught Vughtse Energy Transitie 26-04-2021 

Q3 Gemeente Eindhoven Councilor climate Eindhoven, collaborator Energy Measures 07-06-2021 

Q4 Social worker Welzijnscoach Vught;  28-04-2021 

Q5 Trudo Eindhoven Housing corporation; sustainability incorporation 21-05-2021 

Q6 TNO  Writer reports energy poverty in the energy transition; 15 years active in the 

energy poverty field; founder community of practice 

07-04-2021 

Q7 WIJ Eindhoven Social organisation Eindhoven; Quality guarantor 19-05-2021 

Q8 FNV, huurder Trudo Klantenplatform Trudo; FNV representative 11-06-2021 

Q9 EnergieBank Arnhem Representing energy poor households; active energy coaches; active in 

over 19 households.  

30-06-2021 

Q10 RVO Coordinator energy poverty on national level; 20 years active in the energy 

poverty field; founder community of practice 

01-06-2021 

Q11 Stichting Zet Energie voor iedereen pilot, social design 07-07-2021 

Q12 Het PON & Telos Energie voor Iedereen pilot coordinator 29-04-2021 

Q13 Enpulse Waanzin Rotterdam pilot 01-06-2021 

Q14 Energiebox  Energiebox initiator national level; 20 years active in the energy poverty and 

energy transition field.  

28-04-2021 

Q15 Nationaal bespaarfonds Odura financieel expert / nationaal bespaarfonds 2.0 adviseur 08-06-2021 

Q16 040Energie Energieloket Eindhoven 21-06-2021 

Q17 ZZPer, gespikkeld bezit 

expert 

 16-07-2021 
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The interview questions are formulated based on the analytical framework conducted from 

literature (see appendix A, B and C). The questions are designed to obtain additional 

information about the current situation and the specific perspectives of relevant actor in the 

field. This way the interviews contribute to the second part of sub-question 2 “how can 

inclusion of the energy poor in the energy transition be achieved?” and to sub-question 3 “how 

can the energy poor households in the energy transition situation in the Netherlands be 

improved?”. To answer sub-question 3 the interview questions are designed to find possible 

improvements to the current situation.  

Interviewees are found by using the network of Odura B.V. to create a starting point. Each 

interviewee is assessed in terms of relevance in the field due to terms of locational aspects 

and value of information. If the value of information exceeds the locational aspect, interviews 

are planned even though they are outside of North-Brabant. This is due to the aspect of 

learning from other regions to implement these solutions in the region of North-Brabant. Due 

to the high relevance of the topic and broad interest in this field, many participants are found 

to collaborate in this research. To create a complete overview of the situation in North-Brabant, 

each interviewee is asked which other actors they value for this research. This way all 

connected actors are interviewed and the creation of a picture of the situation in North-Brabant 

is completed.   

Due to the difference in background of all interviewees, the interview protocols differ (see 

appendix A, B, and C). These form the basis of the questions asked per participant, additional 

questions are formulated based on their specific role in the field. As mentioned earlier, the 

interviews are semi-structures which also creates room for on-the-spot questions and 

elaborations into specific topics that come to the table. Because of circumstances due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, most interviews are conducted online. In the online interviews, each 

interview starts with elaborating on the informed consent (Appendix D). The consent is 

provided in the recording time of the interview. This choice is based on a lack of scanners 

which makes the digital form more difficult. In the real time interviews, the informed consent is 

physically signed. The program used for online interviews is Microsoft Teams. The recordings 

are made by using the Microsoft Teams application, or a mobile phone in case of physical 

interviews. Additional to the recording, handwritten notes are made during the interview to 

assist the semi-structured interview style. Interesting leads are written down and is brought 

back later in the interview. To analyze the interviews, detailed transcripts are made manually 

by using the program Otranscribe. 

In answering the second and third sub-question, the interviews are analyzed by coding the 

transcripts for which the software Atlas.ti is used. Coding the transcripts is an iterative process 
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in which the first step is to go through the transcript and assign codes to everything that could 

be of interest and focusing on the analytical framework. Because the theory is kept in mind 

when coding, the coding is deductive. Many codes are created by highlighting all possible 

interesting parts of the interview. The next step is to inspect the codes that have emerged to 

find underlying patterns and relationships (Stuckey, 2015). These patterns and relationships 

are assessed using the analytical framework created with the output of the structural literature 

reviews. This provides an answer to the possible inclusion opportunities for energy poor 

households in the energy transition (sub-question 2) and possible improvements for the 

situation in the Netherlands by focusing on North-Brabant (sub-question 3). Figure 2.2 

summarizes the complete method by highlighting the sub questions and their method used to 

answer the sub question.    

This thesis gathers data in North-Brabant in a broader context of the Netherlands. In North-

Brabant there are different knowledge institutes who executed multiple pilot studies that try to 

include energy poor households in the energy transition. These pilots create multiple useful 

insights in the situation in different municipalities in North-Brabant. Pon & Telos coordinated a 

pilot called “Energie voor Iedereen” that connected four municipalities (Tilburg, Bernheze, 

Breda and Den Bosch) with different pilots connected to this topic. They coordinated the pilots 

and created a magazine with the main results. Key learning points are conducted in interviews 

with multiple connected organisations to the pilots. Compared to the Netherlands in general 

North-Brabant is with these pilots frontrunner in combining multiple pilots to draw broader 

conclusions. This combined with the fact that Odura and therefore a large part of their network 

is based in North-Brabant provides a clear context for this thesis. The focus is on North-

Brabant but due to lack of province specific data, the results are available for the Netherlands 

in general unless specifically specified to North-Brabant.   
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Figuur 2.2 - Method overview per research question 
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3. Energy poverty 
The term energy poverty rose from a research conducted by Brenda Boardman (1991). She 

studied fuel poverty in the UK and came up with the term energy poverty. She defined energy 

poverty as the state in which families are that spend more than 10% of their income on total 

household fuel when achieving a satisfactory indoor temperature (Boardman, 1991). Both 

terms, fuel poverty and energy poverty are currently used interchangeably, but this was not 

always the case. In early literature, energy poverty was used in developing countries for 

describing the lack of access to energy services and the problems related to this phenomenon 

(Primc, Dominko, & Slabe-Erker, 2021). Fuel poverty on the other hand was used in 

industrialized countries to describe households with a lack of disposable income to pay for 

basic energy needs (Castaño-Rosa, Solís-Guzmán, Rubio-Bellido, & Marrero, 2019). Faiella 

& Laveccia (2021) highlight the different meaning of energy poverty concerning the 

development of the country. In less developed countries the emphasis of energy poverty is on 

access to electricity and the lack of physical allocation of energy services whereas in 

developed countries the emphasis of energy poverty is on affordability of basic energy needs 

(Faiella & Lavecchia, 2021).  

Where some papers argue that fuel poverty, defined as lacking the disposable income to pay 

for basic energy needs, is one indicator for energy poverty (Barnes, Khandker, & Samad, 

2011; Pachauri, Mueller, Kemmler, & Spreng, 2004), others use the term energy poverty when 

they describe the fuel poverty situation (Harrison & Popke, 2011). Fuel poverty is also used to 

describe an energy poverty situation as a lack of access to energy services (Foster, Tre, 

Wodon, & Bank, 2000). Definitions of both terms differ across many papers but Siksnelyte-

Butkiene et al. (2021) defined the concept of energy poverty combining both earlier mentioned 

definitions of energy poverty and fuel poverty: “The concept of energy poverty is analysed 

based on two dimensions: (i) absence of physical opportunity to acquire energy and/or (ii) 

inability to consume modern energy for various reasons” (Siksnelyte-Butkiene, Streimikiene, 

Lekavicius, & Balezentis, 2021, p. 1). This is in line with the opinion of Bouzarovski, Petrova, 

& Sarlamanov (2012) and Buzar (2007) that both believe energy poverty is a synonym of fuel 

poverty and that energy poverty is the common term to use for describing the phenomenon of 

lacking disposable income to pay for basic energy needs. They state that only the United 

Kingdom and Ireland use fuel poverty instead of energy poverty to highlight the lack of energy 

to fulfill basic needs (Bouzarovski et al., 2012). So it there is no clear definition across 

academic literature as there is many interchangeable use of both terms and different word 

uses for the same phenomenon. In multiple studies concerning countries in Europe, energy 

poverty is defined as: “a situation where individuals are not able to adequately heat their 
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homes at affordable cost” (Pye et al., 2017, p. 261). So it seems that in Europe and other 

developed countries the term energy poverty is used to describe the earlier mentioned fuel 

poverty situation.  

In Dutch, the translation of energy poverty is ‘energiearmoede’. However, the translation of 

fuel poverty is also ‘energiearmoede’. In policy documents and research reports in the 

Netherlands, the situation in which households lack energy to fulfill basic needs is called 

‘energiearmoede’ and in the English translations the term ‘energy poverty’ is used. The use of 

this term is following the fuel poverty definition: “a level of energy consumption that is 

insufficient to meet certain basic needs (González-Eguino 2015, p.379)”. To conclude, in this 

thesis the term energy poverty is used to describe ‘energiearmoede’ in the Netherlands which 

means: a level of energy consumption that is insufficient to meet certain basic needs. This is 

in line with how Bouzarovski et al. (2012), Buzar (2007) and Faiella & Lavecchia (2021) use 

the term energy poverty as well.  

3.1 Energy poor households 
Now that the definition of energy poverty used in this thesis is clear, the next step is to identify 

what parties can be classified as energy poor households. Multiple researchers focus on 

answering this question by determining how energy poverty can be measured. The 

households that contain factors used to measure energy poverty can then be labeled as 

energy poor households. There is not one clear indicator or indicator list to measure energy 

poverty. Researchers are focusing on different elements like the energy burden, housing 

characteristics, socio-democratic and socio-economic factors. These will be discussed in the 

next sections. After that, the indicators used in the Netherlands are explained. Finally, an 

overview of characteristics of energy poor households is provided in terms of income, rent vs 

owners and house types. The sub chapter ends with a geographical overview of energy 

poverty in the Netherlands and zooming in on North-Brabant specifically.   

Boardman discussed the indicators that possibly contribute to identify energy poverty, 

following from her research in 1991: low incomes, poorly insulated houses and high energy 

use resulting in high energy bills (Boardman, 1991). The result of her research was the use of 

the 10% energy burden as indicator: when a family spends more than 10% of the complete 

income on fuel, they are labeled as energy poor. The 10% energy burden of Boardman is later 

generally accepted as definition for energy poverty (Charlier & Legendre, 2019; Foster et al., 

2000; Mould & Baker, 2017; Robinson, Bouzarovski, & Lindley, 2018).  

However, researchers are taking a more critical standpoint towards this classification as they 

find it not inclusive enough. As rich people with a heated swimming pool and sauna might 

have an energy burden above 10% but are not suffering from energy poverty, these 
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households are included when using the energy burden as indicator for energy poverty. 

Another example is the other way around, where households deliberately turn down the heat 

and life in cold dwellings have energy burdens below 10% but do suffer of energy poverty. So 

it is argued that energy poverty is more multidimensional and that it is no longer suitable to 

use one single indicator (Chapman & Okushima, 2019; Nussbaumer, Bazilian, & Modi, 2012). 

Thus the use of multiple indicators is born in academic literature to measure energy poverty. 

Primc, Slabe-Erker, & Majcen (2019) specify this further by creating two main domains as 

drivers for energy poverty: socio-demographic factors and housing characteristics. They 

highlight the inter-dependence and intertwinings of these two conditions and explain that 

energy poverty cannot be explained by an individual characteristic but is always the result of 

multiple characteristics. Other studies use the same focus on socio-demographic factors and 

housing characteristics (e.g. Belaïd, 2018; Romero, Linares, & López, 2018; Scarpellini, 

Rivera-Torres, Suárez-Perales, & Aranda-Usón, 2015).  

While Primc et al. (2019) focus on two main drivers, Halkos & Gkampoura (2021) specify three 

main drivers: household characteristics, socio-economic factors and environmental factors. 

As their recommendation is built on a literature review combining over eight different studies, 

their use of three main drivers seems more reliable.   

In the Netherlands, a recently published report by Mulder & Longa & Straver (2021) highlights 

different indicators for energy poverty and the data obtained when using these measures. To 

elaborate, they first identified the three categories they use for energy poverty: the affordability 

of energy, the energetic quality of the house, and the ability to participate in the energy 

transition. The second indicator corresponds with the household characteristics that Primc et 

al. (2019) and Halkos & Gkampoura (2021) also highlight as main indicator. The first indicator 

of Mulder et al. (2021) is in line with the socio-economic factors Halkos & Gkampoura (2021) 

mention as well. But the third indicator about the ability to participate in the energy transition 

is not mentioned before. Mulder et al. (2021) explain this indicator further: “There is a 

household group that do currently not experience payment issues but runs the risk of lagging 

behind in the energy transition. The lack of making choices and participating in the energy 

transition is in our opinion therefore also a form of energy poverty” (Mulder, Longa, & Straver, 

2021, p. 9). This report argues for the need to use the different indicators for energy poverty 

intertwiningly like Primc et al. (2019) do. The use of different indicators combined is in line with 

the multidimensional and complex nature of energy poverty and shows that there is not one 

correct percentage of energy poverty. Households can be energy poor according to different 

definitions of energy poverty and according to different indicators and combinations of 

indicators (Mulder et al., 2021).  
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When combing these three different indicators for energy poverty in the Netherlands, 7% of 

all households can be labeled as energy poor (Mulder et al., 2021). This is the same as 

550.000 households. These households have a low income (lower than 130% of the legal 

social minimum) in combination with high energy costs, ór spend more than 10% of their 

income on the energy bill, ór have a house with low energetic quality while having a low 

income. Compared to general poverty (15%), energy poverty is half the size. The third 

indicator for energy poverty about being able to participate in the energy transition shows 

shocking results: 48% of all households in the Netherlands live in a low energetic quality house 

and are not able to preserve their house on their own (Mulder et al., 2021). 26,7% of them are 

renters that do not have the needed decision-making power, and 21,3% are houseowners that 

do not have the financial capability to preserve their houses. This large group of households 

that is not able to participate in the energy transition highlights again the need to create an 

inclusive energy transition.  

Zooming in on the 550.000 households labeled as energy poor in the Netherlands, more data 

is retrieved about household characteristics, education and type of living (Mulder et al., 2021). 

When energy poverty is measured using the low energetic quality of houses, 80-90% of energy 

poor households live in a terraced house, a corner house or a semi-detached house. But when 

using the high energy costs indicator, one third of all energy poor households live in multi-

family houses. Taking ownership into account, 75% of energy poor households live in 

residential corporation houses. Where 11-14% are houseowners and about the same 

percentage is private renter. The houses of energy poor households are currently significantly 

less valuable compared to average houses. Another interesting observation is that compared 

to 5% of overall only-parent families, 17-22% of energy poor households consist of only-parent 

families.  40% energy poor households live from social assistance and another 40% has a 

pension. These numbers provide an indication of the group that is energy poor in the 

Netherlands.  

When summarizing energy poverty in a 

map of the Netherlands (see figure 3.1), 

it is interesting to see the disbalance 

between the Randstad and the north, 

south, east and south-west of the 

Netherlands. There is no clear 

explanation provided for this 

disbalance. When zooming in on North-

Brabant (see figure 3.2: next page), 

other interesting conclusions can be 
Figure 3.1 - Energy poverty percentages in the Netherlands 

(Mulder et al., 2021) 
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drawn about where energy poverty is centralized. The data used for visualization is CBS 

(2021). Figure 3.2 (see next page) highlight the diversity in different municipalities in North-

Brabant. Although there are differences in percentages, it ranges between 6-10% with two 

outliers of 13% and 14%. But when zooming further in on Eindhoven as municipality, taking 

into account the different districts (figure 3.3), more diversity is found. Districts range from 6 

to 16% within the same municipality. Also, two districts next to each other differ over 10% in 

energy poverty percentages. These differences become even larger when zooming in on one 

specific district into different neighborhoods (figure 3.4). The district ‘Ontginning’ in Eindhoven 

contains 6 different neighborhoods ranging from 2-16% energy poverty. Where in some 

neighborhoods energy poverty is not a problem at all, in other neighborhoods 1 in 6 

households is energy poor according to this data. These visualizations highlight the need for 

customization per neighborhood and the need for neighborhood specific approaches in 

combating energy poverty.    
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Figure 3.2 - Energy poverty percentages in 
North-Brabant per municipality 

Figure 3.3 - Energy poverty 
percentages in Eindhoven per 
district 

Figure 3.4 - Energy poverty 
percentages per 
neighborhood in the district 

‘Ontginning’ 
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4. Inclusive energy transition 
The second sub research question “What is an inclusive energy transition and how can 

inclusion of the energy poor be achieved?” is answered with findings from academic literature 

and grey literature. Thereafter, an analytical framework is retrieved from academic literature 

to create a tool to assess how energy poor households can be included in the current energy 

transition. To build towards this framework, justice as concept in energy transitions is 

explained. Finally, the analytical framework that supports the questions how energy poor 

households can be included in the energy transition is explained. First by explaining the 

environmental justice framework and its dimensions. Followed by an explanation of the 

application to this specific case.   

4.1 An inclusive energy transition: what is it and how to achieve it? 
The current energy transition from fossil-fuel energy sources towards renewable energy 

sources is facing many challenges. In studying this transition, an important observation that is 

made is: “without specific efforts made to ensure an equitable transition, not everyone will 

benefit equally” (Carley & Konisky, 2020, p. 569). This observation is essential in the creation 

of an inclusive energy transition where equal benefit is created. Different terms are used to 

describe the same phenomenon of creating an energy transition where everyone benefits 

equally. It is called the creation of a just energy transition, an inclusive energy transition and 

a transition that incorporates energy justice. Although the terminology differs, the key aspects 

of an inclusive energy transition are formulated below based on Heffron & McCauley (2018) 

and Straver & Mulder (2020): 

1. Everyone has access to affordable, reliable and clean energy services;  

2. Everyone can participate in decision-making processes concerning changes in the 

energy system; 

3. There is recognition of the problems caused by energy poverty and the unequal 

distribution of opportunities that are associated with the energy transition. 

So these three aspects need to be fulfilled in order to create an inclusive energy transition 

according to Heffron & McCauley (2018) and Straver & Mulder (2020) . Other authors are less 

specific about what an inclusive energy transition is or which aspects need to be fulfilled. 

Therefore, these three aspects are providing the lead for this thesis.  

By knowledge of the researcher of this master thesis, there is no clear approach on how an 

inclusive energy transition can be achieved. However, different scholars attempted to create 
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overviews and recommendations of their view on how to achieve an inclusive energy 

transition.  

Powers (2017) takes a state-centered approach. Her five step recommendation strategy to 

achieve an inclusive energy transition entails that the state should take responsibility in 

coordinating a smooth transition forwards renewable energy. This entails the creation of a 

clear plan, prioritizing low-income households and communities, financing bulk purchasing 

and the deployment of projects to reduce overall costs, and supporting a dedicated low-income 

program to provide consistent resources in order to support an inclusive energy transition 

(Powers, 2017).  

Hanke & Lowitzsch (2020) focus on creating an inclusive energy transition by empowering 

vulnerable consumers to join renewable energy communities (REC) (Hanke & Lowitzsch, 

2020). RECs are communities in which groups of people share ownership over renewable 

energy projects in terms of production, supply, distribution, sharing and consumption of 

renewable energy together (Verde, Rossetto, & Ferrari, 2020). Currently RECs lack the 

participation of lower income households. Hanke & Lowitzsch (2020) advise an enabling 

framework to stop the unequal distribution of costs and benefits of the energy transition in 

terms of consumer participation. However, they realize that empowerment into prosumership 

(=“becoming producers of the energy they consume; a decentralized energy system”) in 

renewable energy projects is not the only obstacle. The obstacles of having knowledge, 

finance, know-how and willingness to take risks are often limiting participation (Hanke & 

Lowitzsch, 2020).  

These obstacles connect to the vision of Middlemiss (2019) who highlights the lack of 

capabilities of energy poor households to contribute to the energy transition even if they would 

have financial capacity (Middlemiss et al., 2019). These capabilities have been further studied 

in Belgium by Bartiaux with a wide interview study to find out capabilities of energy poor 

households to be able to understand their perspective better (Bartiaux et al., 2021).  

Chapman & Okushima (2019) focus on the redistribution of benefits in creating an inclusive 

energy transition in a progressive way. They recommend to excuse energy poor households 

completely from paying surcharges on electricity bills, use the surcharges from other 

households to distribute a proportion back to energy poor households in forms of income 

support or energy subsidy. They advise to completely subsidize solar panels for energy poor 

households and for households that do not allow for solar PV, alternatives need to be 

considered (shower heads, isolation or community solar panels). All measures need to be 

discussed with the households in advance to specify preferences and wishes. They are 
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confident that by implementing these policies the energy transition will accelerate and the 

attitude towards it will increase (Chapman & Okushima, 2019).  

TNO focusses their approach of creating an inclusive energy transition in the Netherlands 

specifically on one targetgroup: the energy poor. Their approach is centralized around 

recognizing energy poverty and creating equal opportunities for the energy poor to create a 

more inclusive energy transition (Straver & Mulder, 2020).  

The definition of an inclusive energy transition, based on the three key aspects, overlaps with 

multiple recommendations to create an inclusive energy transition. It is clear that the focus in 

most recommendations lies on creating an equal distribution of costs and benefits in 

transitions where the benefits include access to and participation in energy projects. The 

common factor in all recommendations of creating an inclusive energy transition is by 

redistributing benefits towards groups that are currently deprived. Where Hanke & Lowitzsch 

focus on creating participation rights and the creation of opportunities for vulnerable 

households, Powers points to the state to take responsibility to account for the redistribution 

of benefits towards low-income households. Also Chapman & Okushima focus on the 

responsibility of the state in redistributing benefits towards the vulnerable citizens. TNO and 

Chapman & Okushima both chose to specifically focus on energy poor households instead of 

the wider target group of vulnerable households and low-income households. This thesis 

chooses to follow the focus on energy poor households and creating participation opportunities 

in the energy transition. With this choice the focus is zoomed in on a specific group within the 

low-income and vulnerable consumers described by Powers and Hanke & Lowitzsch.  

Following the different recommendations and the definitions provided by Heffron & McCauley 

(2020) and Straver & Mulder (2020), the focus a redistribution of costs and benefits among 

energy poor households is essential to create an inclusive energy transition. This redistribution 

is creating a focus on equality and justice. It is concluded that the concept of justice may help 

researchers to identify the relevant values and value conflicts in the energy transition (Weijnen 

et al., 2021). This can help policymakers to make informed choices. Therefore, the next 

section focusses on the different justice dimensions in energy transitions and highlights what 

has been done in academic literature concerning justice in transitions.  

4.2 Justice in the energy transition 
Where in past energy transitions (from coal to fossil fuels) the focus in literature was on the 

pace of the transition, the current energy transition is discussed in terms of fairness, 

inclusiveness and distributional aspects (Carley & Konisky, 2020). This focus on fairness is 

rising due to the current unequal opportunities that are provided in the energy transition 

(Hanke & Lowitzsch, 2020; Sovacool et al., 2017). In assessing the key problem for answering 
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the research question “How can the energy transition in North-Brabant be made more inclusive 

by including energy poor households?”  the focus on justice can provide useful insights. In 

academic literature justice frameworks are used to evaluate, understand and recommend on 

system transitions like the energy transition. This section therefore evaluates on different 

approaches of using justice frameworks in the energy transition to assess possible analytical 

frameworks for this thesis.  

The notion of a just transition comes from studying global environmental and sustainability 

challenges with the perspective of the Global South (Swilling & Annecke, 2012). The just 

transition in this context argued for a balanced global approach to resource use and 

management of transitions. Later, Newell and Mulvaney (2013) argue for a just transition from 

a political economy perspective in which they argue for justice, equity and an inclusive system 

to support the transition towards a low-carbon future (Newell & Mulvaney, 2013). Heffron and 

McCauley (2018) are one of the first to combine different framings of justice incorporated in 

transition studies. They look at climate justice, environmental justice and energy justice with 

transition theories to create the JUST (Justice, Universal, Space and Time) framework. This 

framework aims to identify problems and provide research and policy-led solutions (p.76). The 

assessments of different framings of justice are important to understand the different 

frameworks that can be used to study justice in transitions of which the JUST framework is 

one option.  

The most common used justice concepts studied in the energy transition are climate justice, 

energy justice and environmental justice. Climate justice is focused on helping those affected 

by climate change impacts (Lyster, 2015). Climate justice argues that the current distribution 

of climate change responsibility and vulnerability is not equally divided (Barnett, 2006). It is 

stating that the western world is responsible for a large part of climate change while 

development countries are suffering most of the consequences. Climate justice focusses on 

recognizing the potential challenges of climate change and the decision-making processes 

involved to create more justice towards vulnerable countries.  

Energy justice is defined as “a global energy system that fairly distributes both the benefits 

and burdens of energy services, and one that contributes to more representative and inclusive 

energy decision making” (Sovacool et al., 2017, p. 677). Energy justice is centered around 

access to affordable energy as well as politics of energy infrastructures. As a framework, 

energy justice evaluates where injustices occur (distributional), who is affected or ignored 

(recognition), and what processes exist to reduce these injustices (procedural) (Jenkins, 

McCauley, Heffron, Stephan, & Rehner, 2016). Energy justice is also offered as conceptual 

tool to integrate different forms of justice, or as analytical tool to understand social aspects of 
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energy systems (Sovacool & Dworkin, 2014). Besides, the energy justice framework can also 

be used to support policy-making (Jenkins et al, 2017).  

Environmental justice is defined as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all 

people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, 

implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies” (Mohai, 

Pellow, & Roberts, 2009). It is focused around the notion that disadvantaged communities or 

groups should not be subject to negative environmental impacts (Schlosberg, 2013). 

Environmental justice aims at treating all citizens equally in transitions and involving them in 

the development, implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations and 

policies (Davoudi & Brooks, 2014; Walker & Bulkeley, 2006). Like energy justice, 

environmental justice is built around three key justice concepts: distributive justice, procedural 

justice and justice as recognition.  

So while climate justice is focused on the consequences of climate change in terms of 

responsibility versus vulnerability and the role of vulnerable countries, energy justice is 

focused on the distribution of benefits and burdens of all energy services. Environmental 

justice however, focusses on the fair treatment and involvement of all people (especially 

vulnerable groups like energy poor households) and is more social oriented while taking a 

clear position in combating injustices in system transitions. An elaborate literature review of 

Williams and Doyon (2019) states after assessing all forms of justice frameworks for 

transitions: “we argue that the framework employed by environmental justice is simple, yet 

comprehensive enough to incorporate insights from all contributing literature” (Williams & 

Doyon, 2019, p. 148). So the environmental justice framework is the best fit for this thesis as 

it is focusing on the fair treatment and involvement of for example, energy poor households 

and it is simple and comprehensive in transition studies.    

Davoudi and Brooks (2014) extended the environmental justice framework by splitting the 

procedural justice dimension. This dimension is broadened to create a deeper understanding 

of how the processes can be explained. By including participation, capabilities and 

responsibility there is a deeper understanding of the different elements that built towards a 

‘fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people’. Since the environmental justice 

framework is created in this form, other authors used the environmental justice framework as 

instrument for studying for example social housing situations (Breukers, Mourik, van 

Summeren, & Verbong, 2017). “The approach of using the environmental justice framework 

with its five dimensions helps in compiling relevant questions that can be used to prepare, 

design, implement or evaluate interventions” (Breukers et al., 2017, p. 156). They showed the 

use of the framework as tool to be able to understand the dynamics that influence social 
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housing situations. Because the inclusion of energy poor households in the energy transition 

is closely related to social housing situations, this framework can provide good use in this 

thesis. Besides, the energy transition is a complex and dynamic phenomenon in which 

regulations, laws, and policies play an important role. As the definition highlights, 

environmental justice is about the fair treatment of all individuals in the development of a 

complex phenomenon like the energy transition. The environmental justice framework created 

by Davoudi and Brooks (2014) therefore provides a useful tool for this thesis to find how a fair 

treatment can be created for energy poor households in the energy transition. 

4.3 Environmental justice for energy poor households 
The environmental justice framework consists of five dimensions, that contribute to the main 

achievement of environmental justice. Each dimension is explained first in what they are about 

and which part of justice the dimension focusses on. Distributive justice is the first dimension 

of environmental justice (Breukers et al., 2017). It refers to the distribution of environmental 

goods and bads including the distribution of environmental risks. The distribution dimension is 

about creating an equal distribution of goods and bads in transitions. A distribution that is 

perceived as unfair carries risks of undermining public support for the investments that are 

needed to create sustainable energy support and climate adaptation (Weijnen et al., 2021). 

When relating back to the definition of an inclusive energy transition, an equal distribution of 

goods and bads is a key element of an inclusive energy transition. It is therefore an important 

dimension in the creation of an inclusive energy transition. An important aspect of the 

distribution dimension is equality. But the definition of equality can be conceptualized. 

“Equality is a popular but mysterious political ideal” (Dworkin, 1981; p.185). It is a philosophical 

question that is important to decide upon before taking further steps. There are different 

egalitarian, libertarian and utilitarian theories about the definition of fairness (Davoudi & 

Brooks, 2014). Equality means every individual should receive the same amount regardless 

of the input delivered or the need. Equity is based on the notion that the more you contribute, 

the more you receive. And welfare believes that what people receive should be based on their 

needs. The famous suggestion is that justice is about fairness in which a just society creates 

a ‘fair’ share of the available resources to all (Rawls, 1971). Due to the different interpretations 

of fairness the suggestion of Rawls is debatable. When considering the current energy 

transition and the justice elements, it relies on equity the most. The more an individual 

contributes to the energy transition in terms of investment in RE, the more they receive. In 

order to overcome the inequalities for the disadvantaged of society in the energy transition, it 

is important to transfer towards a welfare perspective. This is advocated by Rawls in his 

‘Difference Principle’ in which “inequality is justified if they are to benefit the least advantaged 

members of society” (Rawls, 1999; p.236). This states that the current energy transition in 
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which inequality is created towards vulnerable members of society is unjustified. So in order 

to create a society with less inequality the creation of a welfare fairness and a just society, 

inequality needs to rise in the benefit of the disadvantaged to create justice in this dimension 

of the environmental justice framework. 

The next dimension is recognition, which focusses on the collective awareness of the issue at 

hand. Equal recognition is a prerequisite for a fair distribution of environmental benefits and 

burdens (Breukers et al., 2017). Recognition is needed to tackle the essence of the problem 

and be aware of all consequences of actions that have environmental impact. Where 

distributional justice is focusing on the individual, recognition justice is implementing the 

extend of justice into the collective realm. It is about understanding the diversity of those 

affected by unequal distribution of benefits and costs. The recognition dimension is also 

connecting to the integration of minority or marginalized worldviews and values (Davoudi & 

Brooks, 2014). In the definition of an inclusive energy transition, recognition towards energy 

poverty and the distribution of opportunities are both mentioned. Therefore, the environmental 

justice framework connects even better to the definition of an inclusive energy transition.  

Participation relates to the parties whose viewpoints are included. This dimension is in line 

with recognition, if someone is not recognized, invitation for participation is not possible 

(Breukers et al., 2017). It is important to not only share resources, but also contribute to the 

debate about sharing and managing resources (Davoudi & Brooks, 2014). Participation, in 

either form, is an important aspect in creating an inclusive energy transition. This is also 

highlighted by a research of University of Groningen that is contributing to a Horizon 2020 

project about energy citizenship and engagement in energy communities (Jans & Perlaviciute, 

2021). Jans & Perlaviciute (2021) highlight the importance of participation: “Citizen 

engagement is a key factor in the success of energy transition.” To achieve an active 

participation, there are multiple factors involved. First, an inclusive democratic process needs 

to be available in which all parties are recognized. Second, transparency needs to be high. 

Third, there needs to be access to information for everyone (Williams & Doyon, 2019). In 

achieving participation justice, recognition is a prerequisite combined with capabilities that 

connect to the requirements of participating. Also participation is mentioned in the definition of 

an inclusive energy transition. Everyone should be able to participate in decision-making 

processes (Straver & Mulder, 2020).  

Responsibility relates to the task division. In this part of justice it is important to understand 

that people have rights to nature but also for nature. Humans are responsible for injustices 

done to other people by actions of people, but humans are also responsible for the 

environment injustice that is done to nature (Davoudi & Brooks, 2014). It is necessary for all 
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humans to carry responsibility for the environmental burden. But this is not the case due to 

the necessary conditions to create the capability to carry responsibility. In order to pursue an 

inclusive transition, governments and other stakeholders must work together to redistribute 

welfare in order to avoid undue burden on a specific population, provide sufficient energy 

services to all, and provide an adequate safety net for all populations with special focus on the 

most burdened (Carley & Konisky, 2020). 

Capabilities relates to the abilities, possibilities and facilities that are needed to participate. 

This dimension refers to the ability of individuals to function and flourish (Breukers et al., 2017). 

Observing capabilities in development economics is where Amartya Sen (1999) received the 

Nobel prize for. His way of seeing poverty as a lack of capabilities instead of primarily as a 

lack of income was revolutionary and is still used today. An important point in understanding 

peoples capabilities is to consider what actions and resources mean to them. This way, their 

intrinsic motivation can be understood which is important to understand people’s behavior 

(Schlosberg, 2013). The capability dimension is contributing to the environmental justice 

dimensions as it seeks to reframe the basis of distributional decisions due to capabilities 

instead of only considering resources (Bartiaux et al., 2021). Different studies highlight the 

importance of capabilities in combatting energy poverty and understanding energy poor 

households (Day, Walker, & Simcock, 2016; Middlemiss et al., 2019). The personal 

capabilities are important to consider before creating an active participation path as without 

the proper requirements, the capabilities of individuals might not match the participation 

requirements of the energy transition.  

4.4 Creating an inclusive energy transition: analytical framework explanation 
Where the environmental justice framework is providing a tool to assess the fair treatment of 

all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, this thesis specifically focused 

on creating an inclusive energy transition for energy poor households. The focus lies on 

energy poor households and the framework is used to create a sense of their position in the 

current energy transition and how this position can be improved. The different dimensions 

each contribute to a part of this challenge. The framework is well suited for creating a view of 

the status quo and providing recommendations or tools for improvements. This way a route 

towards a more inclusive energy transition is created by the framework. Each dimension is 

explained in terms of contributing to answer the main research question of how energy poor 

households can be included in the energy transition.  

The distribution dimension provides the opportunity to assess the benefits and burdens of the 

current energy transition. These need to be evaluated from an energy poor household 

perspective to understand the real distribution of the energy transition from a disadvantaged 
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view. Benefits and costs of the energy transition are for example the subsidies and taxes that 

are connected to the current energy transition. It is evaluated which equality stream the 

Netherlands is currently enforcing and how this can be changed towards a welfare structure 

in which the least advantaged (energy poor households) are enabled to benefit more to 

redistribute benefits and costs to create a more fair distribution.  

The recognition dimension contributes to a focus on energy poverty and its current position in 

the energy transition. Recognizing energy poverty is a prerequisite for including energy poor 

households in the energy transition. The focus lies on if energy poor households are 

recognized and involved in the energy transition and if other related organisations take specific 

measures to include them. This is assessed from a general policy perspective on 

governmental level and on local level in actor involvement.  

The participation justice dimension focusses on the ability for energy poor households to 

participate in the energy transition. The justice is in the ability to decision-making processes. 

So this dimension assesses if energy poor households are able to contribute to decision-

making processes. The contact between organisations is assessed, the information flows are 

investigated and assessed on accessibility for everyone. Recommendations can be made to 

create more participation justice if needed.  

Taking responsibility for including energy poor households in the energy transition is a task for 

all actors involved. Due to the complex and multidimensional nature of energy poverty and the 

energy transition, responsibility is not easily assigned. Responsibility lies with the reals, the 

collectives and the individuals as we all live in this world. In order to grasp the issues in this 

dimension, it is important to find the responsible parties and create awareness for their 

responsibility. It is important to highlight the way in which organisations, municipalities, 

governments and individuals are able to take this responsibility and explain what they need to 

fulfill this task. In this dimension, the focus lies on finding the current structure of responsibility 

in including energy poor households in the energy transition. Possible ways of improving this 

responsibility or ways of redirecting the responsibility are important to find next.  

The capability dimension contributes to understanding energy poor households and their 

capabilities. Other research focused on finding the essence of energy poor households in 

using the capability approach that focusses on explaining energy poor capabilities (Bartiaux 

et al., 2021; Middlemiss et al., 2019). By using the output of these researches to create an 

idea of energy poor households and their abilities creates an understanding of the possibilities 

for them in the energy transition. In this dimension, the focus first lies on capturing a sense of 

the capabilities of energy poor households in terms of level of understanding, way of thinking, 

and other influential factors that might contribute in a disconnection of the current energy 
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transition. Next, this dimension provides the opportunity to use specific recommendations by 

looking at the energy transition and their communication styles, organizational structures and 

information spread through the eyes of energy poor households. Recommendations are made 

by using the capabilities of energy poor households in mind when providing improvements on 

the current energy transition.  

These dimensions combined provide an analytical framework that can be used to find the 

essence of how to include energy poor households in the energy transition and answer the 

main research question. Table 4.1 summarizes the different dimensions in terms of key 

questions per dimension. The questions are built using different authors that also worked with 

the environmental justice framework and its dimensions.  

Table 4.1 Guiding questions for judging environmental justice in the current energy transition based on 

Breukers et al. (2017) and Williams & Doyon (2019) 

Dimension Questions to understand the essence of the dimension 

Distribution What are the benefits and costs of the current energy transition? 

How are these benefits and costs for energy poor households? 

How can the distribution of goods and bads in the energy transition be 

increased to create a more just energy transition? 

Recognition Is there recognition for energy poor households in the policy and 

approaches of relevant actors like the government, municipalities and 

energy corporations?  

Participation How are residents involved in decision-making processes regarding RE 

projects? 

Is there transparency in the energy transition approach to all involved actors 

and citizens and does this need to be improved? 

Is proper information provided to all citizens? 

Responsibility Who is responsible for the inclusion of energy poor households in the 

energy transition?  

Who is taking responsibility now and is that enough to achieve a more 

inclusive energy transition? 

Capabilities What capabilities do in energy poor households have in connection to the 

energy transition? 

Which capabilities are needed to be included in the energy transition in the 

current energy transition?  

How can the energy transition be more inclusive for energy poor 

households and their capabilities? 
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5. Energy poor households in the energy transition: current position 

and improvements 
This chapter answers the third sub research question “What is the current position of energy 

poor households in the energy transition in the Netherlands by focusing on North-Brabant and 

how can this position be improved?”. The environmental justice framework described in the 

previous chapter will be structure for answering this research question. Each dimension will 

be elaborated upon in different sub chapters and each answer a part of the research question. 

Each dimension starts with an overview of the dimension and the content that will be 

discussed. Next, knowledge obtained from academic and grey literature will be discussed. 

Lastly, additional insights retrieved from the semi-structured interviews with relevant actors is 

added. These sources combined provide an accurate view of the current position of energy 

poor households in the energy transition and possible improvements per dimension.  

5.1 Distribution 
As mentioned in chapter 4.3, the distribution concerns the division of benefits and costs in the 

energy transition. Benefits and costs are vague concepts and can entail many different 

aspects. So it is important to clarify what aspects this thesis will discuss. As the thesis 

assesses the energy transition from a household perspective, the benefits and costs for 

households are discussed. This entails stimulations of the government that are used for 

households to participate in the energy transition and the costs for energy in general. As 

mentioned before, the Netherlands is following the EU approach of stimulating prosumership 

in RE projects. This is done by offering subsidies (benefits) that account for a part of the 

investment. Another technique is the rising gas price1 and rising taxes (costs) to stimulate a 

change of energy source. Both aspects are discussed in this sub chapter by explaining the 

current situation and discussing the consequences for energy poor households.  

Subsidies 
There are many different forms of subsidies offered by the Dutch government to stimulate the 

energy transition in the Netherlands. These subsidies are nationally organized and apply to 

North-Brabant as well. The target group and requirements differ per subsidy. The common 

goal of the subsidies is to stimulate investments in home improvements and a change from 

fossil fuel-based energy to low-carbon sources. There are many different subsidies and loans, 

but in this thesis only the subsidies or loans that are directed at residential buildings are 

assessed. So larger subsidies for industry and companies (SDE++, DEI+, SAH, RVV and 

BOSA) are not included in this thesis. The focus of Table 5.1 is on the homeowners and 

municipalities. The subsidies have different target groups, ranging from residential 

 
1 The currently rising gas price is not only the result of the use of this technique  
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corporations, energy corporations, municipalities to individual households. The ISDE, RREW, 

Salderingsregeling, and SEEH subsidy are discussed in more detail below. 

The ISDE subsidy is a promising subsidy for homeowners to invest in the house quality. It is 

meant for isolation, heat pumps or water heater coverage. Although the subsidy seems 

promising, the requirements attached to the subsidy make it hard for energy poor households 

to make use of this subsidy. First of all, the requirement for all forms of ISDE subsidy is to be 

the house owner and that the house where the improvements are made is your main location. 

So this subsidy is not possible for owners of private rent houses. Also for a large group of 

energy poor households that rent houses, this requirement is not met. Second, the subsidy 

accounts for approximately 20% of total investment costs. This means that even by making 

use of this subsidy, the largest part needs to be paid by own investments. This is not possible 

for energy poor households as they do not have the financial capability. Third, the installations 

of the heat pump, isolation or other measures need to be performed by a licensed company. 

This makes it impossible to perform the installation yourself which often reduces costs 

significantly. To conclude, the ISDE subsidy is, not possible for energy poor households to 

make use of.  

There are subsidies like the RRE and RREW that are designed to help municipalities with 

small steps towards CO2 reduction and reduction of housing costs (“Regeling Reductie 

Energiegebruik Woningen (RREW) | RVO.nl | Rijksdienst,” n.d.). The RREW is an example of 

a subsidy that is meant for households that do not have the financial capability to execute 

small measures themselves. As can be seen in Table 5.1, at least 1.000 households need to 

be targeted and 50% or more needs to go to rental properties. Although households do not 

have the ability to coordinate the use of the subsidy themselves, the goal of the government 

with this subsidy is to stimulate municipalities to help households with high energy costs with 

small energy reduction measures. Examples of such small measures are LED lamps, radiator 

foil and water saving showerheads.  

The Salderingsregeling solar panel subsidy is a suitable subsidy for residents that are able to 

invest in solar panels. This subsidy compensates additional electricity that is created with solar 

panels on the annual energy bill. This means that when you place solar panels on your roof, 

and you are creating more energy than you need for your house alone, you are contributing 

to the grid and this extra contribution is with this subsidy providing a discount on the additional 

energy bill. So households that already have enough money to place solar panels on their roof 

receive with this subsidy an additional discount on their annual energy bill. As energy poor 

households often do not have the financial capability to place solar panels on their roof, this 

subsidy is not an option for them.  
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The SEEH subsidy and the Nationaal Energiebespaarfonds (NEF) are a subsidy and a loan 

with which for example isolation measures can be partly paid. About 20% of the complete 

costs are subsidized when making use of this subsidy. TNO conducted a research to the use 

of these subsidies and concluded that residential owners with the highest 10% income in the 

Netherlands have made 2.2 times as most use of these two subsidies compared to the 10% 

lowest incomes (“Lagere inkomens maakten minder gebruik van isolatiesubsidies,” n.d.).  

From the conducted interviews, multiple points can be derived in relation to the Dutch 

subsidies and loans. A common factor is the unfair distribution of subsidy money ending up 

with the wealthy part of society. As also proven with the requirements of the different subsidies, 

it is difficult if not impossible for energy poor households to obtain subsidies that are currently 

provided by the government. The RREW seems a promising subsidy for energy poor 

households, but the interviews show a different insight. Although the initiative of the RREW 

subsidy is good, the effect is very different across municipalities: “Some municipalities use the 

RREW to target energy poor households specifically, but other municipalities target everyone 

who is interested without taking into account the financial situation of the interested” (Interview 

Q10, RVO, 2021). In North-Brabant for example, Bergen op Zoom and Roosendaal use the 

RREW in terms of vouchers for LED-lamps and other small energy reduction measures 

(Interview Q1, Energy corporations, 2021) where Eindhoven uses the RREW for the use of 

energy coaches (Interview Q3, Municipality Eindhoven, 2021). The divers use of the RREW 

subsidy is also confirmed by another interviewee in which case it can be labeled as ‘mis-use’ 

of the subsidy: “I also received a letter that I could receive free LED lights for my house, 

ofcourse when something is offered to me for free, I am glad to receive these lights although 

I live in a very stable financial situation in which I do not need these free lights. It is a missed 

opportunity that the municipality did not target people that benefit the most of these free LED 

lights” (Interview Q12, het PON & Telos, 2021). So as also mentioned in the requirements of 

the RREW subsidy provided in Table 5.1 are very loose. With no strong guidelines the 

municipalities have freedom to find a way how to spend this money. As long as it is 

implemented for small measures like LED-lamps, radiator foil and advice and provided to at 

least 1.000 households the municipality meets the requirements (table 5.1; RREW). It is 

therefore valid that also the interviewees point out the lack of guidelines for the RREW subsidy 

and it could be better guided towards use for energy poor households that are benefitting from 

small measures for energy reduction. 

Another important observation based on interviews is the mismatch between the needs of 

energy poor households and the provided subsidies by the government. “As long as the 

subsidies mean you have to invest yourself as well, that will never work for energy poor 

households” (Interview Q10, RVO, 2021).  All interviewees in this study agree with the 
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disbalance in the subsidy system of the Netherlands. Nicolaas Veltman explained the thought 

process of the government in the creation of these subsidies and loans. “The idea behind this 

subsidy system is to trigger the early adopters to start investing in green energy alternatives. 

This should trigger the early majority to also invest. When the innovators and intrinsically 

motivated people are stimulated with subsidies and loans, the rest will follow they thought” 

(Interview Q17, Gespikkeld bezit expert, 2021). However, this is not the case as many 

households do not have the capabilities to invest themselves. So stimulating the wealthy part 

of society by giving money and providing additional discounts (like the salderingsregeling) is 

not the way to trigger everyone but is a way of creating a larger gap within the energy transition 

between the wealthy part that is contributing and participating, and a large part that is not able 

to.  

There was a new subsidy launched in July 2021, which is promising for people with no 

investment opportunities (Westerhuis & Leegwater, 2021). That is the National warmtefonds 

or the energiebespaarfonds 2.0. This subsidy with requirements is also presented in Table 

5.1. One of the interviewees could elaborate more on why this subsidy is attractive for energy 

poor households and other low-income households. “The energiebespaarfonds started a pilot 

that is called energiebespaarfonds 2.0 that is specifically meant for people that are older than 

75 and have possible BKR registrations. They do not qualify for the regular 

energybespaarlening but deserve the chance to loan money for useful investments to reduce 

their energy costs. In this pilot we work with requirements in which the household does not 

have to pay back the interest and redemption if they prove they are not able to. This is 

reevaluated every year but it is therefore possible that they receive the complete budget for 

free” (Interview Q15, NEF, 2021). So this loan is very attractive for energy poor households. 

Although this energiebespaarlening seems promising, there is already a mismatch in the 

alignment with energy poor households. “One of the learningpoints of the ‘Energie voor 

iedereen’ pilot that was a result from many interviews with energy poor households in North-

Brabant was that energy poor households do rather safe money than loan money that they 

need to pay back” (Interview Q11, Stichting ZET, 2021). Eventhough this statement is based 

on North-Brabant specifically, it is assumed to be wider applicable to energy poor households 

outside North-Brabant as well. So although the energiebespaarlening offers people with no 

investment opportunity the money they need, it is still a loan that energy poor households 

need to sign for. According to Stichting Zet, this is thus creating a mismatch with the 

preferences of energy poor households for which the energiebespaarlening is designed.  

So up to now the few initiatives of the government that could reach energy poor households 

are either not carried out structurally like the RREW subsidy or create a mis-design in 

expectation and presumed preferences of the target group. 



Table 5.1 – Explanation and requirements for national subsidies in the Netherlands relevant for residential sector 

Subsidy Target 
group 

Amount of 
money (mln) 

Requirements Source 

PAW 
(Programma 
Aardgasvrije 
Wijken) 

Municipaliti
es 

€435 2018-

2028 

- Selection by the government 
- €380 for proeftuinenen, €55 for PAW 
- Different rounds for different municipalities to start their PAW 

(“Programma 
Aardgasvrije 
Wijken 
(PAW),” n.d.) 

Extra tasks 
energy 
transition 

Municipaliti
es 

€150 2019-
2021 

- RES: €30, TvW*: €202k/municipality, Neighborhoodapproach: €14,3; Energy 
counters: €12,4; Charging stations: €15  

- All municipalities can make use of this subsidy 

(VNG, 2021) 

RREW  Municipaliti
es 

€70 in 2021 - On request before 1 march 2021 (within one day budget reached); 
- For small measures: LED-lamp, radiator foil, and advice;  
- Needs to be executed before 31 July 2022 
- The activities have not started on date of request 
- Target on at least 1.000 residents 
- 50% or more is for rental properties 
- 70% or more to stimulate activities for: 

o Small energy reduction measures 
o Energy efficient heating- or ventilation system installations 
o Providing resident specific energy reduction advice 

(RVO, n.d.-b) 

ISDE 
(investerings
subsidie 
duurzame 
energie en 
energiebespa
ring) 

Homeowner
s or 
business 
users 

€100/jr from 
2020-2030 = 
€1100 

- Heat network connection: 
o Subsidy is €3.325,- 
o You are the homeowner and it is your main location 
o The connection needs to be made by a heat supplier 
o Proof that your house is natural gas free 

- Heat pump: 
o Dependend on the type of heatpump: €500,-** subsidy 
o You are the homeowner and it is your main location 
o The heat pump is new, not second-hand 
o U need to have a license for the installation 
o The installation is done by a construction company, not by yourself. 

- Isolation: 
o Minimum of two measures for obtaining the subsidy 
o If glas isolation: minimum of 10m2; max 45m2 

(RVO, n.d.-a) 
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*Transitie visie Warmte 

** After own calculations: the subsidy is approximately 20% of total costs including installation by licensed constructor.  

*** Bureau Krediet Registratie, Verificatie Informatie Systeem, Moraliteitstoets (SAN and PEP).  

**** LTI = Inkomenstoets (income test)  

o It needs to be done by construction companies, not by yourself 
o No clear specification how much subsidy ** 

- Solar water heater: 
o The solar water heater is new, not second-hand 
o Needs to be done by a construction company, not by yourself 
o No clear specification how much subsidy ** 

SEEH 
(Subsidy 
Energy 
reduction 
Own Home) 

VvE’s €12 for 
measures and 
€2 for energy 
advice 2020-
2022 

- Not for commercial property 
- Can be used for energy advice by a certified energy adviser 
- Energy reduction measures like isolation. 
- Approximately -20% subsidy  
- Needs to be executed by licensed construction companies.  

(“Subsidie 
energiebespari
ng VvE 
aanvragen,” 
n.d.) 

Salderingsre
geling 
zonnepanele
n 

Particuliere
n and MKB- 
companies 

Compensation 
for extra 
electricity (tm 
2023) 

- All additional electricity that is contained by solar panels is returned in a discount on 
the energy bill.  

- This subsidy is extended to 2023.  
- This subsidy will decrease over time.  

(“Salderingsre
geling,” n.d.) 

Nationaal 
Warmtefonds 

Residents 
and VvE’s 

Loan of max 
25K 

- You need to be the owner of the house. 
- It is a loan that you pay back per month 
- You cannot be older than 75 years old to get the loan. 
- The installations need to be done by an construction company – quality mark is not 

obliged – the company needs to sign that the installation qualifies according to the 
standards of Nationaal warmtefonds. 

- To receive the loan you need to be ‘worthy of credit’: BKR, VIS, SAN and PEP*** 
- Low interest of 1,61% (7 years) – 1.92% (20 years). 

(“Verduurzami
ng financieren 
tegen 
aantrekkelijke 
voorwaarden,” 
n.d.; 
Warmtefonds, 
2021) 

Nationaal 
warmtefonds 
2.0 and for 
lowincome 
households 

Pilot Pilot - A pilot towards providing a loan for people that normally cannot receive one. 
- When you are below the LTI**** standard, the first 3 year of interest and repayment 

is waived. 
o This is reevaluated every year. If you keep below LTI, you receive the loan 

for free! 
- Also people above 75 years old and with BKR registration can receive a loan.  

(Joost 
Berkvens, 
Odura/NEF, 
30-07-2021) 
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Rising energy prices 
Apart from subsidies that function as benefit for the households that can make use of the 

subsidies, there are also costs. Rising taxes on fossil fuel energy is an example of a cost. As 

it is clear that fossil fuel consumption needs to reduce, the government decided to raise the 

tax on fossil fuel energy to enhance the energy transition. This results in a rise of costs for 

residents. The following quote is highlighted on the government website: “The government 

wants you to use energy more economical and more efficient. That is why the government 

levies a tax on the consumption of electricity and natural gas. The tax increases the total price 

of energy which can encourage people to use less energy” (“Energiebelasting | 

Milieubelastingen | Rijksoverheid.nl,” n.d.). So the government is rising taxes on natural gas. 

Beside the rise of gas prices as phenomenon that is actively discussed in the news today.  

To define the amount of money that households pay for their energy bill and how the tax 

reduction is working in practice, some calculations are performed. First, it is important to know 

the energy consumed in an average household that is still partly performed by gas. An average 

household consumes 1.254m3 gas and 2.730kWh electricity (Nibud, 2021). The price of gas 

and electricity has been rising as mentioned in the energy taxes statement of the government. 

In figure 5.1 this rise in costs is visualized. The tax and ODE of natural gas has been rising 

significantly in the past few years. This is a consequence of strong measures to create a 

natural gas free Netherlands in the near future. The taxes and ODE on electricity has a few 

fluctuations over the years but has remained stable to stimulate the change from gas to 

electricity.  

The Dutch government implemented the tax reduction measure on energy tax to compensate 

for the rising energy costs (“Heffingskorting energie,” n.d.). The reason is that they understand 
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Figuur 5.1 - Rise of tax and ODE on natural gas and electricity (Nibud, 2021) 
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that energy is a basic need for people. However, this measure is implemented for all annual 

energy bills independent of the type of bill you receive. This means that when you only 

consumer electricity in a natural gas free house, you own solar panels and have a heat pump, 

you still receive a discount on your annual energy bill. This again highlights the disbalanced 

execution of compensating measures that the government takes to compensate for energy 

poor households. When the compensation is provided to all households, it is not a 

compensation that contributes to a redistribution of benefits or costs.  

To conclude, the distribution dimension is discussed. There is currently an unfair distribution 

of benefits and costs of the energy transition. The national subsidies provided by the 

government are impossible for energy poor households to make use of. That means that the 

government is currently providing millions of euros to households that are financially stable. 

The rise of taxes and higher energy prices mainly negatively impact energy poor households 

compared to households that live in natural gas free houses. And instead of a proper 

compensation of their annual energy bill, this compensation is also provided to all households 

that already have a low energy bill. The government is actively contributing to a fast rising 

disbalance between the benefits and costs of the current energy transition, instead of 

contributing to a redistribution of these benefits and costs towards a more inclusive transition.  
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5.2 Recognition 
The recognition dimension is about acknowledging the disadvantaged groups in the energy 

transition. In this thesis it is about finding the energy poor households, and recognizing their 

current unequal distribution of bads and goods of the energy transition.  

The recognition of energy poverty and energy poor households over the years is relevant to 

observe. Over the past years, the number of papers published on Scopus that contain energy 

poverty (or fuel poverty) has risen exponentially (see figure 5.1). This highlights the scientific 

importance of energy poverty in the world.  

In the Netherlands, energy policy that contributes to the national climate goals is lacking in 

terms of policy that is specifically aimed at helping energy-poor households (Straver & Mulder, 

2020). Other papers point out the same: “The experiences of vulnerable energy consumers 

have limited recognition in national policy” (Simcock et al., 2021). When looking at the national 

policies created by the government to stimulate the energy transition from an energy poor 

perspective, there are some flaws in the system. Although it has been established that energy 

poverty is a different problem than general poverty (Bouzarovski et al., 2012; Straver & Mulder, 

2020), the Dutch government’s policy is targeting energy poverty as general poverty. This is 

clearly stated in the Dutch Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan 2021-2030: “The 

Netherlands has no specific objectives related to energy poverty. Support for households with 

a lower income forms part of policy to combat poverty, which is ultimately part of general social 

policy” (NECP, 2019, p. 46). So the calls for more government guidance in combating energy 

poverty and creating a just energy transition have not reached the success of a national policy 

touching upon energy poverty and the help of energy poor households.  

Figure 5.2- Energy poverty in Scopus articles (Scopus, 2021) 
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Residential corporations have a large responsibility towards energy poor households, as 75% 

live in residential corporation housing. It is therefore important to consider the recognition of 

the residential corporations towards energy poverty. The four residential corporations in 

Eindhoven recognize energy poverty and are actively trying to make all their property more 

sustainable. In December 2019 they made a pact together with the municipality Eindhoven to 

invest in a shared project, the Energybox (“Trudo,” n.d.). This project educated four people to 

energy advisors that started by handing out energy boxes to those in need. In the energy box, 

small reduction measures like LED lamps, radiator foil and weatherstrips are provided. 

Besides, the energy advisors help households with creating more consciousness about 

energy use and explain how they can save money by providing tips to reduce energy. Smart 

meters are installed to create awareness of energy use, and an off button is installed with 

which all electronic devises, the heating system, and the lamps are switched of in one 

movement for when they leave the house. Eindhoven copied this approach of other successful 

municipalities like Utrecht, where energy advisors (or energy coaches) have helped 4.000 

households in lowering their energy bill with approximately 10%, reducing each 300 kg CO2 

per year (“Trudo,” n.d.).  

The next important actor is formed by energy corporations as they actively encourage the 

energy transition. Recognition of energy poor households is important for creating a more 

inclusive energy transition approach within the energy corporations. Energy corporations have 

a national interest group called ‘Energie Samen’ active in the Netherlands. The slogan of this 

organisation is announced on their website is: “Together we ensure that everyone can 

participate in and benefit from a clean and affordable energy supply for us all” (“Energie 

Samen,” n.d.). This would be a good platform in which energy corporations could learn how to 

deal with energy poor households. However, on the complete website there is no mention of 

energy poverty at all. What they do offer is a course where energy corporations can learn how 

to deal with local resistance for local energy initiatives like solar parks and wind turbines, but 

an approach of how to create opportunities for people with no investment opportunities is 

lacking.  

However, in the interviews conducted with energy corporations in North-Brabant, energy 

poverty is acknowledged (interview Q1, Q2, Q4, Energy corporations & Social organisation, 

2021). The corporations are struggling with creating a successful approach to include energy 

poor households and be able to make energy projects more inclusive (Interview Q1 and Q2, 

StER and VET, 2021). So there is need for an approach and guidelines of how to create 

successful opportunities for energy poor households in the energy transition, but the national 

interest group ‘Energie Samen’ is not yet fulfilling this need for guidance.  
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When assessing other interviews that relate to recognition of energy poor households, more 

difficulties are pointed out. Rene Schellekens (RVO) highlights the cause for the complexity of 

creating policy targeting energy poor households: “The word itself contains three different 

ministries: Energy is in Economic affairs and Climate, Poverty is in Social relations ministry, 

and households in the residential sector is in Internal affairs and Royal relations” (Interview 

Q10, RVO, 2021). It is therefore not simple to create policy specifically for energy poor 

households and helping them be included in the energy transition. But simply focusing on 

general poverty is not providing the multi-dimensional approach this problem needs to be 

addressed.  

So, although academic literature recognizes energy poverty and energy poor households 

more and more, this is not the case for the Dutch government. Although the EU and academic 

literature are focusing on energy poverty as factor in the energy transition, the Dutch 

government is less strong in recognizing this challenge yet. Although the Dutch government 

is staying behind in recognizing energy poverty and its consequences, all actors that were 

interviewed are aware of energy poverty. Energy corporations are in need of more guidance 

for creating successful approaches in including energy poor households in local energy 

initiatives, but the national organisation for energy corporations is lacking in a clear recognition 

of energy poverty and specific guidelines to create more inclusive projects. Many residential 

corporations are starting projects with energy coaches and the energybox in which recognition 

towards energy poor households is the main driver. So for the local actors, there is clear 

recognition towards energy poverty and energy poor households in the energy transition in 

active approaches an consciousness, however at national level recognition in clear policies is 

scarce which provides room for improvement.  

5.3 Participation 
The participation justice dimension concerns the ability for energy poor households to 

participate in the energy transition. As this thesis is about energy poor households and how to 

include them in the energy transition, it is important to look at the difficulties obtained in this 

process. The key elements from the academic literature about participation in the energy 

transition is transparency, a proper inclusive democratic process in the form of decision-

making rights and everyone needs to have access to information (Williams & Doyon, 2019). 

These three aspects (also mentioned in Table 4.1 as guiding questions for participation) are 

assessed here by studying policy briefs and information about the energy transition, keeping 

in mind the perspective of energy poor households. 

First, transparency is evaluated. The Dutch government shares policy documents in which the 

strategy of the Dutch energy transition is elaborated upon. Although these documents are not 
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easy to find, they are made available to the public. For example the national program of RES 

(Regional Energy Strategy), is publicly available on their website. Here information is provided 

about the strategy to use different regions in which carbon emissions are reduced. Each region 

is responsible for their own reduction. These programs are created in line with the climate 

goals set in Paris (2015). Other examples of high transparency are reports like the NECP 

(2019) in which the specific plans of the Netherlands to reach global climate goals are set. So 

transparency is not the key issue when assessing participation.  

Next, a proper inclusive democratic process to provide decision-making rights to everyone is 

assessed. This aspect is less strongly provided by the Dutch government. Although the politic 

system is democratic and all citizens have a right to vote, there are no further options provided 

in which citizens have additional opportunities to be included in decision-making about specific 

approaches to tackle the energy transition in the Netherlands. So on national level, decision-

making opportunities for citizens are minimal. On municipality level, decision-making for 

citizens is higher according to Beauchampet & Walsh who conducted this study in nine 

municipalities within one province. Due to anonymity the authors could not share which 

province in the Netherlands they used unfortunately, so it is uncertain whether the data is 

about North-Brabant or another province in the Netherlands. When accounting for the 

municipality level, there are different approaches per neighborhood. “Some municipalities 

have purposely adopted a mixed-approach; a top down approach for some neighborhoods, in 

which the selection of the heating alternative is primarily made by the municipality, and a 

bottom-up approach for others, in which the selection of the heating alternative is primarily 

delegated to residents” (Beauchampet & Walsh, 2021, p. 4). It is not further specified why 

municipalities make a difference or base their choice on. In the bottom-up approach, citizens 

have a significant say in the plans and programs that are developed for the energy transition. 

But in the top-down approaches, this influence and decision-making rights are lower. In the 

RES programs participation is stimulated: “Citizens are closely involved in the entire process 

due to the pursuit of 50% local ownership which entails financial participation but also control” 

(“Participatie - Regionale Energiestrategie,” n.d.). But how this is executed in practice is not 

further specified. 

Thirdly, everyone needs to have access to information. As mentioned before, many reports 

and plan developments are shared online with citizens. Beauchampet & Walsh (2021) 

conducted a study to the citizen engagement in the energy transition in the Netherlands by 

interviewing multiple municipalities. From this study, relevant information about the spread of 

information and the Dutch approach can be retrieved. Many municipalities spread information 

to their citizens about four broad categories (Beauchampet & Walsh, 2021): information on 

the gas-free transition and implication for their municipality, information on the municipalities 
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preferred solutions and plans for pilot neighborhoods, information about various technological 

options and their costs and benefits, and practical advice to homeowners in different 

neighborhoods (e.g. postponing own investments in heating devices). These different 

categories of information are spread by different forms of channels that municipalities use to 

communicate with their citizens. Most often used forms of communication are general 

awareness raising campaigns, information sessions, demonstration pilots, and workshops in 

pilot neighborhoods (Beauchampet & Walsh, 2021). These sessions are used to provide 

information and to receive feedback to create an iterative process. So in all municipalities that 

were interviewed, the municipality is actively providing information to their citizens.  

While policy and regulations focus on reaching participation through transparency and 

decision-making rights for citizens, the in-depth interviews with relevant actors for this study 

provides different insights. All interviewees highlight the difficulty with coming into contact with 

energy poor households prior to any form of participation. Even when there are options for 

energy poor households to participate in for example initiatives from energy corporations 

where they can participate for free in shared solar energy projects, no one responds on 

information letters and no one shows for information sessions. So deducting from the 

interviews, the largest struggle for participation is coming into contact with the households. 

Due to privacy, it is not possible to obtain a list of all ‘energy poor households’ in a 

neighborhood to start contact for possible participation in energy reduction measures or larger 

projects like changing from natural gas to electricity. After conducting the interviews with social 

organisations and municipalities, useful recommendations are retrieved for reaching energy 

poor households. Social domain that is active in the neighborhood needs to be included in 

reaching energy poor households: “We have the connections and network in the 

neighborhoods to get contact with people. So we are needed to increase neighborhood 

participation and residents participation.” (Interview Q4, welzijnscoach, 2021). Beside the 

network asset social domain organisations have, they also contribute to the trust factor for 

residents. “Including a local hero that is familiar for the residents will contribute to a successful 

approach to the residents” (Interview Q5, Residential corporation Trudo, 2021). Where energy 

corporations hope for a successful role for the municipalities to contacting residents to 

participate in the energy transition, the interviewees that are closer connected to the energy 

poor know better: “Letters from municipalities are often kept unopened or neglected due to a 

negative correlation with other unresolved issues or the scare that they need to pay for 

something.” (Interview Q11, stichting ZET, 2021). So the communication can best flow from 

trusted sources towards the residents. After looking for a more concrete way on who this 

source should be, EnergieBank Arnhem offers the key answer to this question: “As long as 
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there is clearly no commercial interest, energy poor households are more likely to answer 

and participate” (Interview Q9, Energycoaches, 2021). 

So in this participation dimension, a mismatch occurs between the offers that municipalities 

make to create decision-making rights to citizens and the needs of energy poor households. 

Energy poor households need trustworthy connections in order to participate and speak their 

minds. Where literature and policies focus on providing information and creating opportunities 

for input for citizens, energy poor households need trust and loyalty first.   

5.4 Responsibility 
Considering the leading questions of Table 4.1, this sub chapter explains the current 

responsibility structure of the inclusion of energy poor households in the energy transition. It 

is assessed if the responsibility needs to be expanded or improved and who is actually 

responsible for the inclusion of the energy poor.  

For the creation of an inclusive energy transition for energy poor households, not one 

organization is currently responsible. To be able to observe the current responsibility 

structures it is useful to look at different fragments of the issue as the responsibility is currently 

divided. First, the energy transition. The government is responsible to set goals and create 

policies so the climate goals that are presented towards the European Commission are 

achieved (NECP, 2019). As mentioned in the introduction, the government created RES 

programs to turn the overall climate goals in regional energy strategies. The RES regions are 

responsible to look at opportunities and barriers for the energy transition in their region. They 

translate the opportunities into precise plans and communicate the plans as region to the 

government. The government is responsible to look at the 30 different plans to evaluate the 

achievability of the set climate goals and to encounter possible extra plans for specific regions 

if the goals are not met (“Regionale Energiestrategie,” n.d.). When assessing the responsibility 

structures for the energy transition, it is clear the government takes a leading role and the RES 

regions are responsible for the implementation of the goals in their region. When zooming in 

on these regions, there is overlap of different municipalities within the RES regions. This 

complicates the responsibility structure as the municipality border means a switch of 

responsibility.  

Helping energy poor households and tackling energy poverty resides currently at the 

municipality responsibility level. As the national government is not incorporating energy 

poverty in their policies in either the energy transition or generally, it is the responsibility of 

municipalities to anticipate on energy poverty in their region. In combating energy poverty and 

general poverty, different social organisations in municipalities are active. These organisations 

range from the food bank, to neighborhood houses, and welfare organisations. Municipalities 
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in the Netherlands mostly recognize energy poor households and are trying to include them 

in the energy transition. This is done through pilot projects like ‘Energie voor iedereen’ (“EVI-

Magazine,” n.d.) in North-Brabant and energy coach trajectories that are active in most parts 

of the Netherlands due to the success of municipalities in Leeuwarden (Kloosterhof, 2020).  

However, the responsibility structure is complicated and many organisations are involved in 

creating an inclusive energy transition for energy poor households. Figure 5.3 visualizes the 

different actors involved in the different levels (national, provincial, municipality and 

neighborhood level). This figure is created based on the interviews conducted with actors and 

by asking each actor which other organisations are involved according to them. This overview 

now highlights the difficult responsibility structures and different organisations that each have 

a form of responsibility in creating a more inclusive energy transition. This overview is specified 

on Eindhoven as municipality as most interviews are conducted with organisations in 

Eindhoven. Each municipality has different organisations that are involved. This makes it 

necessary to create a municipality specific and even neighborhood specific approach in 

creating an inclusive energy transition as each neighborhood has their own active 

organisations and network.  
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Insights from interviews with these different organisations created useful insights with regard 

to the feeling of responsibility in these different actors. An interesting observation from the 

interviews is that all actors individually feel responsible for their expertise part in the whole 

energy poverty dilemma in the energy transition. Trudo, a residential corporation in Eindhoven 

explains their current policy of which they are very proud: “We are the only residential 

corporation in Eindhoven and one of a few in the Netherlands that facilitate isolation and solar 

panels without increasing rent. All reduction in energy costs is also for the renters” (Fancine 

linsen, Trudo, 2021). Later a renter of Trudo confirms this and shows his happiness: “I received 

solar panels for free and my energy costs for a complete year were €4,- euros on electricity! 

Incredible!” (Interview Q8, FNV and renter of Trudo, 2021). This is an example of a residential 

corporation that takes full responsibility for the preservation of their housing stock and 

combining this responsibility with thinking about their renters first. Other residential 

Figure 5.3 - Involved actors overview involving different levels 
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corporations always increase rent with renovations, which is difficult for energy poor 

households.  

The different actors that were interviewed all claim to be partially responsible and realize that 

this is a large challenge that must not be tackled in isolation: “We need a collective 

responsibility in which we start to work together” (Interview Q7, WIJ Eindhoven, 2021). So the 

overall advice retrieved from the interviews is to create an integral approach and thereby 

create a shared responsibility for including energy poor households in the energy transition. 

An integral approach is necessary to overcome the boundaries within and between 

municipality systems. The money of municipalities is divided into different departments. 

Energy poverty is a multidepartment problem that can only be successfully overcome by a 

collaboration of these different departments. An example of a different scenario is painted by 

Rene Schellekens (RVO): “To make cutbacks municipalities closed youth centers. This 

resulted in more loiterers which cost the municipality a lot more money compared to the money 

that was saved by closing the youth centers. But because the money saved and the costs 

made are in different corners of municipalities these connections are not made” (Interview 

Q10, RVO, 2021). So when helping energy poor households, this will save costs in different 

departments of municipalities. As mentioned earlier by the study of Scheer (2013) when 

investing 1 euro, the return is 2,5 euros. The difficulty with this return is the different 

departments which make the tracking of this return hard to measure. A more integral approach 

within the municipality system would create a more open and transparent system in which 

complex problems like energy poverty can more easily be dealt with.  

Not only shared responsibilities and collaboration within municipality are needed, different 

organisations involved with the energy transition must be included too. Energy corporations 

know everything about the opportunities for the low-carbon transition in local areas, social 

domain and social work organisations know the residents and where people with vulnerable 

situations are and have the trusted connection towards these people. Housing corporations 

know vulnerable households and know their living situations to assess possible green energy 

measures. Municipalities know the long-term plans of local areas and the active organisations 

in each area. Residents know each other and their values in the area. If all these organisations 

would take full responsibility for their part and be open to a collaboration with other 

organisations and their expertise, a more inclusive energy transition for energy poor 

households can be achieved.  

5.5 Capabilities 
Throughout this thesis, it has been mentioned that there are certain capabilities needed to 

participate in the energy transition. This sub chapter answers the key questions from Table 
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4.1. First it provides an overview of capabilities that are needed to enroll in the energy 

transition in its current form. Next, the average capabilities of energy poor households are 

discussed. Different studies focused on analyzing energy poor households and their 

capabilities. The most important studies in this direction are performed by Bartiaux et al. (2021) 

in Belgium and Middlemiss et al. (2019) in the UK. Data about Dutch energy poor households 

is missing. Therefore it is assumed that energy poor households in the Netherlands have 

approximately the same conditions as energy poor households in Belgium and this data is 

used to find out the capabilities of energy poor households in the current energy transition. 

Beside this data, interviews with energy coaches are used to create a reflection about the 

assumptions made. Finally, recommendations are made for improvements of the energy 

transition in which the capabilities of energy poor households are incorporated.  

Currently, there are multiple capabilities needed to participate in the energy transition. First, 

financial capability. As mentioned in the distribution chapter, to enroll in subsidies provided by 

the government, financial investment is always needed. For example to isolate the roof, 

approximately €5.000,- euros own investment is needed. Where energy poor household often 

lack the capability to visit cinemas and other pleasure activities (Bartiaux et al., 2021), these 

numbers are unreachable. Beside financial capability, decision-making right concerning the 

household is a second requirement for participating in the energy transition. Renters of 

residential corporations do often not have the legal right to preserve the house and invest in 

isolation or solar panels for example. The residential corporation is the houseowner which 

means the renters do not have the freedom to make decisions and take actively part in the 

energy transition. There are three large groups that can be distinguished here: houseowners, 

renters in corporations and private renters. Houseowners do have the decision-making rights 

to participate in the energy transition. Renters in corporations are dependent on the residential 

corporation for large sustainable actions. Still they are often seen as more safe compared to 

private renters. As the residential corporations have legal obligations to preserve their housing 

stock (Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2019), the regulations are lower for private 

renters. Although renters in either form cannot make large changes, they are able to 

participate in actively reducing energy consumption. So concerning the second needed 

capability of decision-making rights, especially houseowners have this capability, but renters 

are also able to decide to reduce energy and in that way participate in the energy transition. 

The third capability for participation is the intellectual ability to understand what is needed, 

make choices and act. This ranges from assessing information about the energy transition, 

understanding consequences of choices and creating awareness about own efforts to 

contribute and change behavior.  
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When assessing the capabilities of energy poor households in relation to the current energy 

transition, multiple difficulties are recognized. First, energy poor households do not have the 

financial capability that is needed to invest in the energy transition. This reaches further than 

most people realize. For most energy poor households, even €50,- is a lot of money that 

cannot be spared or invested in their house. In the interviews conducted for this thesis, 

different aspects became clear about the financial situation of energy poor households. First, 

energy poor households would rather save money compared to loaning money. This is one of 

the key take-aways of the pilot study ‘Energie voor Iedereen’. Energy poor households in 

North-Brabant often have negative associations with loans so when there are attractive deals 

for loaning money, they still feel not motivated to go for this alternative. Second, voucher 

systems often do not work although they have good intentions. In Roosendaal the RREW 

subsidy is provided to households in terms of vouchers of €70,- that can be turned in by Praxis 

for LED lamps, radiator foil and other small energy reduction measures. However, “Most 

energy poor households see this voucher as an opportunity to receive €70,- in cash. I spoke 

a man in line who gave me the tip of getting the LED lamps and returning them next week to 

receive €70,- instead of the LED lamps.” (Interview Q1, StER, 2021). The need for money and 

making the end of the month is a higher priority for energy poor households than investing in 

long term investments like LED lamps. The awareness of the money that is saved with LED 

lamps in the long run is difficult for energy poor households.  

This point is overlapping with the third capability energy poor households lack in general: the 

ability to organize themselves. “Of course having no investment opportunities financially is a 

difficulty for not participating in the energy transition, but also lacking the skills to organize 

yourself to change. That is a very important issue in my opinion” (Interview Q14, JMA group, 

2021). Multiple interviewees highlighted this point (Interview Q4, Q7, Q9 & Q10). Less 

educated homeowners and renters face the difficulty of making a well-informed decision from 

the different energy suppliers and other important decisions. Also the digitalization of 

infrastructure related services is causing inequality for less-educated citizens (Weijnen et al., 

2021). Making informed decisions is very difficult for energy poor households. Lower-income 

households generally do not possess the resources like money, knowledge, space and so-

called ‘acting ability’ (Weijnen et al., 2021). Meanwhile, higher-income households feature 

these resources and benefit from home insulation and sustainable energy.  

Recommendations for improvements to create a more inclusive energy transition for the 

energy poor, are retrieved from multiple interviews. First, to reach people and create 

awareness you have to connect to their world and understand their values and beliefs in order 

to create a connection. “When you are able to step into their world and understand their world, 

you are able to do beautiful things” (Interview Q7, WIJ Eindhoven, 2021). It is important to 
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create a personal bond with the households in order to understand their way of thinking and 

their barriers to take steps in the energy transition. Sometimes they do not understand the 

consequences, or they have misconceptions about energy use, or they do not want to spend 

time on it. By talking openly to households, many boundaries for participation can be removed. 

Investing time and effort in creating this personal bond is extremely important in order to 

change behavior in the long run.  

Second, understanding the capabilities of energy poor households is essential for creating a 

more inclusive energy transition. Currently good intentions like for example the voucher 

systems fail due to mismatch between needs and offers. So municipalities should invest time 

and effort in understanding the target group and their needs before acting on misconceptions 

of these needs. An example that Stichting Zet offered after being responsible for the social 

design of the ‘Energie voor Iedereen’ pilot was to spread information through postcards with 

easy-to-understand visualizations of what specific actions mean for their household. Energy 

coaches agree with this approach: “Letters are kept unopened or disappear behind the fridge 

as most letter contain high vocabulary and are coming from untrusted parties” (Energy 

coaches Arnhem, 2021). So with postcards, the information is more easily spread then through 

letters, also by visualizing it is also clear for less literate households or foreign families.  

To conclude, the capabilities needed to participate in the energy transition are currently not 

feasible for energy poor households. To create a more inclusive energy transition it is 

necessary to start thinking from the energy poor household perspective. And not just this, but 

actually incorporating energy poor households and asking for their specific needs instead of 

thinking for them. People in poverty think differently as they perceive a constant stress level 

and worrying about making the end of the month. This results in the inability to make informed 

decisions that benefit themselves in the long run. It is important to understand this in forming 

policies for an inclusive energy transition for energy poor households.  
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 
The aim of this thesis is to increase understanding of energy poverty and how to create a more 

inclusive energy transition. The thesis attempts to answer the following main research 

question: “How can the energy transition in the Netherlands be made more inclusive by 

including energy poor households, based on a case study of North-Brabant?”. Three sub 

questions are formulated to answer this question. Chapter 3, 4, and 5 presented the answers 

to each sub question. Consecutively, this chapter draws conclusions about the most important 

findings and reflects upon them in order to finally answer the main research question. In the 

final paragraph of this chapter, limitations of this study and suggestions for future research are 

presented.  

An important finding of this research is that the current energy transition in the Netherlands is 

not inclusive. Although benefits for the higher socioeconomic status part of society are clear, 

rising costs for energy poor households are a matter of concern. The current distribution is 

unequal. Households with financial and intellectual capabilities have many opportunities to 

turn their houses into sustainable buildings, resulting in a decrease of their annual energy 

costs, a rise in their living comfort and an increase in the value of their house. The current 

approach of the Dutch government to stimulate the energy transition, mainly focuses on the 

target group that already has the financial capability to invest in a more sustainable home. In 

contrast, energy poor households are living in lower energetic quality homes, with a rising 

annual energy bill as they cannot afford to abandon natural gas. Furthermore, their living 

comfort is lower, which eventually can lead toa lower health, and value of their houses is not 

rising at the same pace.  

To create an inclusive energy transition where everyone has access to affordable energy, 

everyone can participate in decision-making about the transition and where there is 

recognition of energy poverty and its consequences, big steps must be taken. Each dimension 

from the environmental justice framework connects to a sub-part of these three needs in order 

to create inclusion. While recognition for energy poverty and energy poor households is rising 

in academic literature, as well as in residential corporations and energy corporations, the 

Dutch government is lacking behind with regard to a clear and proper recognition of energy 

poor households and the consequences for the energy transition. Despite the TNO report 

(2021) that calls for targeted and direct action of the government, the Dutch government 

reacted by reducing energy tax , costing 2,7 billion euros (“Kabinet verlaagt energiebelasting 

en stelt extra geld voor isolatie beschikbaar | Nieuwsbericht | Rijksoverheid.nl,” n.d.). This tax 

reduction covers all households, which means that the reaction from the government is not 

targeted at all. Instead of taking the opportunity to create a policy that will help the households 

in need specifically, the reaction was as follows: “It had to be good and quick to implement, a 
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more complicated measure takes too much time” (Demissionair staatssecretaris Yesilgöz, 15 

oktober 2021). This illustrates the lack of deeper understanding of the issue at the government 

level even more.  

As the participation dimension highlights, most basic participation conditions are met. There 

is transparency, information is provided, and citizens are given the opportunity to be involved 

in decision-making. Based on the interviews, however, the concern of reaching the target 

group is raised. As experience learns, energy poor households do not often respond to open 

information letters or show up at announced information meetings organized by energy 

corporations. Many different organisations end up with difficulties of reaching and contacting 

the target group. This difficulty regarding contact is a common characteristic of the target 

group. The same obstacles are perceived in relation to vaccine information and advice. The 

contemporary gap in COVID-19 vaccines in the Netherlands is formed due to a lack of trust 

towards the policy of the government accompanied by the difficulty of providing proper 

information to households with a history of migration (“In Nederland gaapt een grote 

vaccinatiekloof, migranten blijven achter | De Volkskrant,” n.d.). The recommendation to use 

the network that already exists in the neighborhoods could potentially work for the vaccine 

information about COVID-19 too. 

Regarding the responsibility structures of the actors that are involved in creating an inclusive 

energy transition for energy poor households, the number of different actors forms a challenge. 

Although the actors each feel responsible for including energy poor households in the energy 

transition, most actors do not know how to approach the challenge. Each actor has their own, 

separate expertise and a central organization that coordinates the interrelations of all 

organisations is lacking. In pilot studies like ‘Energie voor Iedereen’ and ‘Waanzin’, research 

institutes like Pon & Telos fulfill this coordinating role. But as soon as the pilot ends, this role 

is missing which makes it hard to continue successfully after the pilot studies. A 

recommendation following from this observation is therefore to find or create an organization 

that can permanently fulfill this role. Finally, the capabilities of energy poor households need 

to be at the center of solution making. By omitting the financial, intellectual and acting ability 

of the households, investments will not serve their purpose (like the voucher systems of the 

RREW subsidy). As part of a targeted solution, social design organizations can help to create 

graphic displays of information that can be spread in a neighborhood.   

Thus, an answer to the main research question can be stated as follows. In order to create a 

more inclusive energy transition for the energy poor households, the government must 

properly recognize energy poverty and take the lead in formulating policies that specifically 

contribute to helping energy poor households in the energy transition. Taking into account the 
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pressing need for sustainability, a lack of time to create such specific policies is not an 

acceptable counter-argument. Furthermore, an integral approach is needed to foster shared 

responsibility among the actors. As energy corporations and other organisations have difficulty 

with reaching the target group, it is important to make use of already existing networks in 

neighborhoods and communicate with the target group by means of these networks. Social 

organizations have the network and the trusted connections to the households that are needed 

to take the first step into participation. Thirdly, this integral approach needs to be coordinated 

by an independent organization that connects relevant parties, so each party can take full 

responsibility in their field of expertise while working together with other parties towards the 

same goal: inclusion of the energy poor households in the energy transition. Fourth, 

municipalities need to be able to learn from each other and share their experiences to achieve 

a more efficient way of including energy poor households in the energy transition. As all 

municipalities are struggling with the same issues, it is important to provide a way in which 

they can actively help each other. Finally, social design organisations can help with presenting 

information about the energy transition that resonates with the capabilities of energy poor 

households. With recognition of the challenge and shared commitment to include energy poor 

households in the energy transition, the 2050 goals of the Paris agreement become feasible 

and an acceleration of the energy transition can be realized.  

6.1 Limitations and future research 
Even though the findings of this study contribute to a deeper understanding of the current 

position of energy poor households in the energy, limitations of the study must be 

acknowledged. Future recommendations are also presented.  

This study focused on North-Brabant specifically and interviewed actors across North-Brabant 

with special focus on Eindhoven. However, the data on energy poor households is rooted in 

Belgic energy poor households and energy coaches active in Arnhem. Due to energy coaches 

in Eindhoven that refused an interview and due to the difficulty of targeting energy poor 

households in Eindhoven that were willing to be interviewed, data is not always matching the 

focus on North-Brabant. Due to a lack of data specific for North-Brabant, data regarding the 

Netherlands is used instead.  

A second limitation of this study resides in the methodology. The outcomes of this research 

with regard to recommendations for improvements are largely based on the semi-structured 

interviews that are conducted in this research. Due to COVID-19, all participants (except one) 

were interviewed by means of Microsoft Teams. Contact during a videocall is more difficult 

compared to a face-to-face meeting. There is less room for non-verbal communication and 

the conversation is more formal. This may have contributed to difficulties in obtaining a full 
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understanding of a participant’s point of view. Due to minor internet connection issues, the 

conversation was sometimes interrupted which made it difficult to understand each other.  

With regard for future studies, this research focused on the region of North-Brabant but due 

to a lack of data about energy poor households, additional and general data had to be used. 

A recommendation for future research would thus be to conduct more interviews with energy 

poor households in North-Brabant to create a proper overview of energy poor households per 

municipality and the needs of these households. This data can be used by municipalities to 

create neighborhood specific approaches to include energy poor households in the energy 

transition.  

After the results of the report of TNO (2021), it became clear that almost half (46%) of all 

households are not able to participate in the energy transition. Half of them is homeowner 

without investment opportunities and the other half are renters that do not have the authority 

to decide about investments that are made. These are large numbers of households that are 

currently not included in the energy transition. Although not all of these households currently 

suffer of acute energy poverty, these are households that have the chance of becoming energy 

poor in the near future due to the rising gas prizes. Therefore, it is worthwhile to broaden the 

view towards this complete group that must be included in the energy transition. So in further 

research, this group is most important to include when the goals of 2050 need to be reached.  
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8. Appendix 

Appendix A 
Interview protocol general actors: 

Ter voorbereiding  

Vind u het goed als ik dit interview opneem? Dit is noodzakelijk voor het onderzoek. Geeft u 
toestemming om eventueel quotes te gebruiken uit dit onderzoek? Mag ik dan uw echte 
naam gebruiken of wilt u liever geanonimiseerd worden ivm uw privacy?   

Welkomswoord 

Allereerst wil ik u bedanken voor uw instemming met dit interview. Mijn naam is Julia Sialino 
en ik doe namens Odura mijn afstudeeronderzoek aan de TU Eindhoven over 
energiearmoede in de energietransitie. Doormiddel van deze interviews wil ik de 
verschillende betrokken partijen in kaart brengen en erachter komen wat de beste manier is 
om een inclusievere energie transitie te bewerkstelligen.  

Uw organisatie ….. is hierbij betrokken door het contact dat zij hebben met ……  

Ik zal bij dit interview open vragen stellen waar u uitgebreid op mag antwoorden. U mag ook 
zelf zaken inbrengen die in uw ogen relevant zijn voor dit onderwerp. Voel je vooral vrij om 
vrijuit te spreken. Alle kennis is welkom!  

Achtergrond onderzoek 

 

Interview Protocol organisaties 

1. Wilt u kort toelichten bij welke organisatie/project u actief bent geweest dat 
betrekking heeft op dit vraagstuk? 

2. Wat was jou rol binnen deze organisatie/project? 
3. Wat denk je dat de krachten zijn van WIJEindhoven in het helpen van energie arme 

huishoudens?  
4. Welke initiatieven ben je mee bekend die helpen tot nu toe? Lopende projecten? 
5. Wat maakt het bereiken van energie arme huishoudens zo lastig? 

1. Heb je hier concrete oplossingen voor die zouden kunnen helpen om dit 
probleem te overbruggen? 

6. Wat denk jij dat energiecoaches kunnen doen om energie arme huishoudens te 
betrekken bij de energie transitie? 

7. Wat zijn de basis capaciteiten die nodig zijn om mee te doen aan de energietransitie 
volgens u? 

8. Zijn energiearme huishoudens daartoe momenteel in staat volgens u? 
9. Hebben jullie contact met de gemeente over initiatieven die er zijn voor duurzame 

energie projecten?  
10. Aanpak/ partijen / contact / communicatie? 
11. Wat zijn grote leerpunten die u heeft opgestoken over dit vraagstuk in uw project? 
12. Wat zijn volgens u de grootste knelpunten voor gezinnen met energie armoede? 
13. //Wat is volgens u de hoofdreden voor het betrekken van energie arme huishoudens 

bij de energie transitie? 
14. Is er genoeg begrip voor het probleem volgens u? 
15. //Wat maakt het betrekken van energie arme huishoudens bij de energie transitie 

lastig volgens u? 
16. Welke organisaties zouden initiatief moeten nemen in het actief betrekken van 

iedereen in de energie transitie? 
1. Moet dat van hogerop komen of juist regionaal georganiseerd worden? 
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17. Bij wie ligt de verantwoordelijkheid voor een inclusieve energie transitie volgens u? 
18. Kunt u specifieke zaken bedenken die volgens uw ervaring kunnen helpen in het 

betrekken van energie arme huishoudens bij de energie transitie? 
a. Subsidies 
b. Regelingen 
c. Leningen etc 

2. Wat voor tools zouden er gebruikt kunnen worden om beter met elkaar te 
communiceren als verschillende partijen zijnde? 

3. Wat is belangrijk voor mensen met een smalle beurs?  
4. Hoe moet je targetten? Wat zou de aanpak moeten zijn? 
5. Heeft u van het project ‘Energie voor Iedereen’ gehoord? Daar kwam oa uit naar 

voren dat een integrale aanpak kan werken, bent u het daarmee eens? 
6.   Wat ivnd u van de energiebox? Werkt dat of werkt dat juist niet? 
7. Hoe verhoog je de participatie van energiearme huishoudens bij de energie transitie? 
8. Hoe zorg je ervoor dat energie arme huishoudens voldoende capaciteiten hebben 

om mee te kunnen doen aan de energietransitie? 
9. Welke partijen moeten volgens u zeker meegenomen worden in mijn onderzoek?  

1. Gemeente (wie bij de gemeente denkt u?) 
2. Wijkteams 
3. Energie arme huishoudens 
4. Woningbouwcorporaties 
5. Overheid (wie bij de overheid denkt u?)  

19. Wat voor middelen zouden kunnen helpen om de energie transitie inclusiever te 
maken voor mensen met een smalle beurs? 

Onderwerpen om besproken te hebben: 

• Communicatie tussen partijen 
• Besparen, verbouwen, veranderen 
• Participatie in de energietransitie 
• In contact komen met energie arme huishoudens 
• Capaciteiten van energiearme huishoudens 
• Capaciteiten die nodig zijn voor participatie in de energietransitie 
• Waar ligt de verantwoordelijkheid? 
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Appendix B 
Interview protocol RVO: 

Ter voorbereiding  

Vind u het goed als ik dit interview opneem? Dit is noodzakelijk voor het onderzoek. Geeft u 
toestemming om eventueel quotes te gebruiken uit dit onderzoek? Mag ik dan uw echte 
naam gebruiken of wilt u liever geanonimiseerd worden ivm uw privacy?   

Welkomswoord 

Allereerst wil ik u bedanken voor uw instemming met dit interview. Mijn naam is Julia Sialino 
en ik doe namens Odura mijn afstudeeronderzoek aan de TU Eindhoven over 
energiearmoede in de energietransitie. Doormiddel van deze interviews wil ik de 
verschillende betrokken partijen in kaart brengen en erachter komen wat de beste manier is 
om een inclusievere energie transitie te bewerkstelligen.  

Uw organisatie ….. is hierbij betrokken door het contact dat zij hebben met ……  

Ik zal bij dit interview open vragen stellen waar u uitgebreid op mag antwoorden. U mag ook 
zelf zaken inbrengen die in uw ogen relevant zijn voor dit onderwerp. Voel je vooral vrij om 
vrijuit te spreken. Alle kennis is welkom!  

 

Interview vragen 

1. Wilt u kort toelichten bij welke organisatie/project u actief bent geweest dat 
betrekking heeft op dit vraagstuk? 

2. Wat was jou rol binnen deze organisatie/project? 
3. Welke projecten worden nu gedaan voor energie armoede in de gemeente 

eindhoven? 
4. Hoe betrekken jullie energie arme huishoudens? 
5. Bereiken via sociale teams? Buurthuizen oid? 
6. Wat is het hoofddoel van het RVO als het gaat over energie arme huishoudens en 

eventueel het begeleiden naar participatie in de energie transitie? 
7. Waar ligt de expertise van het RVO en wat onderscheidt hen ten opzichte van 

andere betrokken partijen? 
8. Wat maakt dit vraagstuk volgens jou zo ingewikkeld?  
9. Wat zijn de basis capaciteiten die nodig zijn om mee te doen aan de energietransitie 

volgens u? 
10. Zijn energiearme huishoudens daartoe momenteel in staat volgens u? 
11. Denkt u dat het betrekken van energie arme huishoudens bij de energie transitie 

door middel van zonne park projecten of andere groene energie projecten de kern is 
van de oplossing? 

12. Wat denkt u dat voor energie arme huishoudens het belangrijkste is in het betrokken 
worden bij de energie transitie? 

13. Wat maakt het lastig om energie arme huishoudens te betrekken? 
1. Heb je hier concrete tips voor om dit te verhelpen? 

14. Welke initiatieven ben je mee bekend die helpen tot nu toe? Lopende projecten? 
15. Denk je dat de rijksoverheid een grotere rol zou moeten spelen in het begeleiden van 

gemeentes met het aanpakken van energie armoede door ze te includeren in de 
energie transitie? 

16. Aanpak/ partijen / contact / communicatie? 
17. Wat zijn grote leerpunten die u heeft opgestoken over dit vraagstuk in uw loopbaan? 
18. Wat zijn volgens u de grootste knelpunten voor gezinnen met energie armoede? 
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19. Welke organisaties zouden initiatief moeten nemen in het actief betrekken van 
iedereen in de energie transitie? 

1. Moet dat van hogerop komen of juist regionaal georganiseerd worden? 
20. Bij wie ligt de verantwoordelijkheid voor een inclusieve energie transitie volgens u? 
21. Kunt u specifieke zaken bedenken die volgens uw ervaring kunnen helpen in het 

betrekken van energie arme huishoudens bij de energie transitie? 
22. Wat voor tools zouden er gebruikt kunnen worden om beter met elkaar te 

communiceren als verschillende partijen zijnde? 
23. Anderen hebben aangegeven dat gemeentes en ambtenaren vaak in grote 

oplossingen denken terwijl de mensen in kleine stapjes denken. Hoe denkt u dat dit 
samen gebracht kan worden? 

24. Welke partijen moeten volgens u zeker meegenomen worden in mijn onderzoek? 
 

Onderwerpen om te bespreken: 

• Communicatie tussen partijen 
• Besparen, verbouwen, veranderen 
• In contact komen met energie arme huishoudens 
• Financiering 
• Doorverbinden naar energie coaches oid in de regio?  
• Eventueel meelopen met gezinnen met energie armoede? 
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Appendix C 
 

Interview Protocol Energie Arme huishoudens / energiecoaches: 

Ter voorbereiding  

Vind u het goed als ik dit interview opneem? Dit is noodzakelijk voor het onderzoek. Geeft u 
toestemming om eventueel quotes te gebruiken uit dit onderzoek? Mag ik dan uw echte 
naam gebruiken of wilt u liever geanonimiseerd worden ivm uw privacy?   

Welkomswoord 

Allereerst wil ik u bedanken voor uw instemming met dit interview. Mijn naam is Julia Sialino 
en ik doe namens Odura mijn afstudeeronderzoek aan de TU Eindhoven over 
energiearmoede in de energietransitie. Doormiddel van deze interviews wil ik de 
verschillende betrokken partijen in kaart brengen en erachter komen wat de beste manier is 
om een inclusievere energie transitie te bewerkstelligen.  

Uw organisatie ….. is hierbij betrokken door het contact dat zij hebben met ……  

Ik zal bij dit interview open vragen stellen waar u uitgebreid op mag antwoorden. U mag ook 
zelf zaken inbrengen die in uw ogen relevant zijn voor dit onderwerp. Voel je vooral vrij om 
vrijuit te spreken. Alle kennis is welkom!  

Interview vragen: 

1. Hoe bent u komen te wonen in het huis waar u nu woont? 
2. Kunt u uw woonsituatie voor mij omschrijven?  
3. Heeft u zelf uw huis eens gerenoveerd of grote veranderingen aangebracht? 
4. Bent u dit voor in de toekomst wel van plan? En waarom wel of niet? 
5. Kunt u me uw sociale situatie omschrijven sinds u hier woont?  
6. Hoe ziet een typische dag er voor u uit?  
7. Wat zijn de uitgaven die u heeft aan uw huis? Met name de energiekosten in 

verhouding tot inkomen? U hoeft dit alleen te delen als u zich daar prettig bij voelt, u 
mag ook indicaties geven. 

8. Hoe zou u uw gezondheid omschrijven? En de gezondheid van medebewoners? 
9. Heeft u wel eens van klimaatverandering gehoord? Zo ja, wat weet u hierover? 

10. Ontvangt u momenteel hulp van hulpverleners? Denk aan buurthuizen, 
energiecoaches, gemeente, sociaal maatschappelijk werkers? 

1. Zo ja: Wie zijn die partijen en hoe ervaart u deze hulp? 

2. Zo nee: zou u het fijn vinden om hulp te krijgen in de toekomst? 

11. Heeft u een beeld/overzicht van welke mogelijkheden er zijn voor hulp? 

Onderwerpen om te bespreken: 

• Communicatie met de buurt 
• Besparen, verbouwen, veranderen 
• In contact komen met energie arme huishoudens 
• Financiering 
• Doorverbinden naar energie coaches oid in de regio?  
• Eventueel meelopen met gezinnen met energie armoede? 
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Appendix D 

Informed consent form 

 

Participation agreement 

This document provides information on the research ‘Energy poverty in the Energy 
transition’. Before participating in the research, it is important to take notice of the way 
of working and to agree with the statement of voluntary participation. Please read this 
document carefully.  
 

Goal and purpose of the research 

The goal of this research is to create a scientific knowledge base to how the energy 
transition can be made more inclusive for the energy poor households in the 
Netherlands. To obtain relevant information from different intermediary organisations 
involved in this sector, interviews are conducted. In the interviews, challenges and 
potential solutions for this issue are discussed.  
 

The research is conducted by Julia Sialino, in cooperation with Odura. Research is 
supervised by dr. Mila Davids, faculty of Industrial Engineering & Innovation Sciences, 
TU/e. 
 

Procedure  

When participating in the research, you will be part of a semi-structured interview. 
First, interviewer and interviewee introduce themselves. Then, the current position of 
energy poor households in the energy transition is described briefly. Afterwards, in-
depth questions about the influence of your organisation on this matter are posed. This 
is followed by in-depth questions about future opportunities for the energy poor in the 
energy transition. Finally, the interview is closed by providing room for questions by 
the interviewee and discussing potential follow-ups. 
 

Risks 

Participating in this interview does not pose risks and has no negative side effects. 
 

Duration 

The interview will take no longer than 1 hour. 
 

Participants 

You are selected as an interviewee because you or your organisation are considered to 
have relevant experience in the energy transition or energy poor households in the 
Netherlands. 
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Voluntariness 

Participation is completely voluntary. You can stop participation without stating the 
reason why, at any point in the interview. When the interview is completed, you still 
have 24 hours to refuse usage of your interview-outcomes in the research. All of this will 
be without negative consequences. 
 

Confidentiality 

No personal information about you is disclosed outside the research group. Video-recording 

will only be made with explicit agreement by the participant and will be deleted once content 

is analyzed. Only the auditive information will be analyzed in this research. Information that 

is gathered in this research is used to write a master thesis which is published in the TU/e 

library and IP belongs to Odura. You will have to give explicit agreement for using your 

name for quotations derived from the interview (see below). If you do not want to: nothing 

can be traced back to you and your participation will be anonymized completely. 
 

More information 

For further information on this research, you can contact Julia Sialino (email: 
j.sialino@student.tue.nl). 
 

In case of any complaints, you can contact the supervisor, dr. Mila Davids (email: 
m.davids@tue.nl). 
 

Agreement research participation 

Cross out the irrelevant answer below: 
 

I agree that my information can be quoted in research outputs      Yes / No 
 

I agree that my real name can be used for quotes    Yes / No 
 

I, (NAME)……………………………………………………………………………………., have read this 
document, understand the content, and I have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
Hereby, I consent voluntarily to participate in this research of the Innovation Sciences 
department, Eindhoven University of Technology.  
 

 

Signature participant      Date 


